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EDITORIAL

GOD DOES NOT NEED A
HUMAN COURT

FOR MORE THAN A THOU-
sand   years,   Christianity   and
Islam  have   been  rival   faiths.

The  struggle  for  Spain  in  the  llth
and   12th   centuries,   shades   of  EI
Cid,  is  but  an  example.  One  astute
commentator has observed that the
Salman    Rushdie    episode    is    the
latest  manifestation  of  this  ancient
rivalry  and  hostility.  There  are,  in
the  Middle  East,  highly  ambivalent
feelings   about   the   Western   world
which   are   rooted   in   memories   of
imperialism    and    of    humiliations
heaped upon Islam. There is, in the
West,  a corresponding ambivalence
towards a radically different culture
and  the  forces  that  the  leaders  of
that culture appear able to unleash.

Christendom       has      undergone
enormous  change  over the  last  two
hundred  years.  Major  shifts  in  the
intellectual    and    political    climate
have  affected  to  the  very  roots  the
way    in    which    Western    religions
think  about  themselves.  In  particu-
lar,  much  Western  religion  has had
to  try  to  come  to  terms  with  the
revelation that, whilst truth exists in
God,  human  beings  and  their  reli-
gious traditions possess only a frag-
ment of that truth.  Religious under-
standings  are  often  provisional  and
frequently  developing  and  no  one
religion at any one point in time can
lay claim  to knowing everything for
everyone.  Western  religion,  has,  in
the  main,  taken  on  board  not  only
the right but the necessity to subject
its  beliefs  and  claims  to  challenge,
scrutiny and examination -whether
it  be  through  the  medium  of other
intellectual  disciplines,  theology  or
fiction.   Such   an   understanding   of
truth  has  not  always  been  part  of
Christianity or Judaism (though one
can   find   roots   in   Jewish   thought)
but  the  insight  is  so  important  and

so transforming that it is as precious
as  the  greatest  insights  of previous
ages.  It is the s!.#e q%cz #oH  of liberal
religion  and  it  provides  the  neces-
sary   framework   for   the   dialogue
which  takes  place  between  the  va-
rious  religious  traditions,  which  is
one of the more exciting features of
today's  religious  world.

Judaism  has  long  recognised  an
offence  of  blasphemy  but  this  has
never extended  beyond  proscribing
expressions   of  contempt   for   God
Himself  and  does  not  include  dis-
paraging comments made about hu-
man beings or their teachings.  Even
the   offence   of   blasphemy   in   its
particular and limited Jewish under-
standing,  is  far  from  being  a  suit-
able   subject   for   state   legislation,
since    such    legislation    would    un-
doubtedly   inhibit   the   process   of
challenge, questioning and criticism
to  which  religion  must  submit  and
respond if it  is to grow.  It  might be
suggested  that  a  kind  of  retrospec-
tive  libel  or  slander  law  be  created
to   protect   the   dead   but   this   too
could   stand   in   the   way   and   the
problems  of  evidence  are  formid-
able.    Jews,    not   unnaturally,    are
very   concerned   to   see   that   racial
and  ethnic  hatred  is  not  advocated
or   provoked   but   that   is   a   very
different  area of law.

The clash  of cultures  revealed by
the Rushdie episode has meant that
many   Muslims   have   been   deeply
offended   and   hurt.   For   Rushdie,
though  a  lapsed  Muslim,  is  a  pro-
duct   of  the   West   and   may   never
have  envisaged  the  extent  to  which
Western     literary     parody     could
offend    Eastern    sensibilities.    We
deeply regret  the  hurt  and  the  pain
but   we   cannot   go   back   on   the
fundamental    right    and    value    of
challenge,   criticism   and   question-

ing.  Indeed,  the  Muslim  world  will
inevitably    have    to    face    the    full
onslaught of historical  and text crit-
icism even as Christianity and Juda-
ism  have  had  to  face  it.  It  is  sober-
ing to observe that some orthodox-
ies which  have  found  the  challenge
difficult   have   joined    the   Islamic
world  in  advocating  new  legal  pro-
hibitions. But nothing can be placed
beyond challenge - not even God -
and  God  requires  no  human  court
to  protect  Him.

There   is   a   footnote   which   we
regard  as  the  saddest  feature  of  a
very sad and disturbing chapter.  No
sooner had the Ayatollah Khomeini
issued   his   monstrous   threats   than
Government   ministers   and   others
were  heard  making quite  unaccept-
able  noises with  regard to the  Mus-
lim  community.  The  inference  was
quite  clear  that  British  society  did
not  need  to  change  in  any  way  to
respond  to  its  Muslim  minority;  all
change  and  accommodation  had  to
come  from  these  foreign  implants.
The  very  right  of  a  minority  to  be
themselves    has    been    questioned
and  we  have  even  heard  equivocal
remarks about the  right  to separate
schooling. The Muslim world has to
learn  to  allow  others  -  even  rene-
gade   Muslims  -  to   be  themselves
and  to  question,  however  tactlessly
and    painfully;    death    threats    are
totally   unacceptable.   But   that   we
should   suggest   that   a   minority   in
our   midst   should   not   be   allowed
under    law    to    live    their    lives    in
accordance with the dictates of their
faith  and  culture  is  a  scandal.  You
do  not  have  to  scratch  us  hard  to
reveal   prejudice   and   intolerance.
Especially   if  we   are   more   than   a
little frightenedl
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]lISFTICE
FOR  THEIR  PEOPLE -AND  MINE

Henry Mayer is a retired naval architect and social worker. An intelligent and articulate man, he is, at
the same time, not uutypical Of `the Jew on the Golders Green omhibus' . He holds no Of:facial
position within the Jewish community but reads, watches television and sits at the back Of his

synagogue and thinks. Now he writes this `letter'  to Diaspora Jews. We asked four people, two British
and two American, to respond.

H ILLEL SUMMED UP THE
whole of the Torah:  `Do not
do   unto   others   that   which

Henry Mayer
you  would  not  have  them  do  unto
you'.

But we Jews have abandoned our
moral  standards.  Now that we hold
power in our own homeland, we do
indeed  `do  unto  others  that  which
we    would    not    have    done    unto
ourselves' .

The  gradual  moral  corruption  of
our   people   is   exemplified   by   the
slow   degradation   of   one   man   -
David   Ben    Gurion   -   as   vividly
illustrated by his own words.  In the
beginning   he   was   a   moral   man,
trying. to  do  justice  to  all.  But  he
became  a  pragmatic  leader  of  his
people, who allowed his high moral
standards  to  be  debased  by  expe-
diency.  And we do still.

Like  Herzl  before  him,  he  was
initially   unaware   that   the   Arabs
already living on the land presented
any   `problem',   or  that   they  were
beginning to develop national aspir-
ations of their own.  Later he  came
to   believe   that   those   aspirations
could  be  satisfied  by  the  mere  so-
cialist  emancipation  of Arab  work-
ers, thus raising their material stan-
dards.

But  by   1926  he  was  advocating
separate  autonomies  for  both  Jew
and Arab:

`What we  demand for ourselves,

we demand for others, and what
we  wish  others  to  give  us,  we
ourselves  are  prepared  to  give,
for better ^or for worse'..  /DBG's
lecture, .lan.  1926,  `We  and  our

Neighbours',   Davar   Publ.,   Tel
Aviv  193]).
In  1928 he declared:
`Our sense of morality forbids us

to deny the right of a single Arab
child, even though by such denial
we   might   attain   all   we   seek'.
(lbid).
Objecting  to  a  proposal  to  seize

power   by   force,   1929   found   him
arguing that:

`It  would  be  immoral,  and  the

Jews of the world would never be
moved by  an  immoral  cause  .  .  .
Our conscience must be clean  .  .  .
in relation to the Arabs'.  /DBG's
lecture  Nov.  1929  IDF  Archives,
Givatayim).
The year  1936 brought the moral

turning  point.  After his  discussions
with   Arab   leaders   had   produced
little beyond some understanding of
each other's positions, Ben Gurion,
for the first time in public,  acknow-
ledged   the   dilemma   we   still   face
today:

`There is  a fundamental  conflict.

We   and   they   want   the   same
thing:  We  both  want  Palestine'.
(Central  Zionist  Archives,  Jeru-
salem).
How  can  justice  be  achieved  for

each of two peoples, when each has
a just claim to the same land -albeit
for different reasons?

Our  claim,  as  Jews,  to  a  secure
hom6l'and,  rests  on  more  than  our
biblical  possession  of the  land.  We

have no other.  After 2,000 years of
dispersion, oppression and persecu-
tion,  culminating  in  the  Holocaust,
even  a  reluctant  world  community
finally recognised the validity of our
claim to the land, or at least to part
of it.

The  Arab  cause  has  been  stated
by Ben  Gurion  himself:

`The   right   which   the   Arabs   in

Palestine  have  is  one  due  to  the
inhabitants  of  any  country   .   .   .
because  they  live  here,  and  not
because they are Arabs  .  .  .  The
Arab    inhabitants    of   Palestine
should   enjoy   all   the   rights   of
citizens   and   all   political   rights,
not  only  as  individuals,  but  as  a
national community, just like the
]e;ws'.   (Feb.1937   Protocols   of
Histradrut Conventions, Archives
Israel    Labour    Movement,    Tel
Av,.v'.
His   was   a   far-reaching   conclu-

sion: that the Arabs of Palestine are
a  separate  people,  distinct  from  all
other Arabs and, as such, deserving
of  self-determination.   His   conclu-
sion  is just as valid for us today -if
we  are  concerned with justice.

But  the  tragic  situation  of  Ger-
man  and  Polish  Jewry  in  the  '30s
undermined  Ben  Gurion's  remain-
ing    moral    convictions.     Zionism
could no longer remain a movement
of absolute justice. It had to confine
itself  to  `relative'  justice.  Full  just-
ice   for   one   means   less   than   full
justice for the other -if such contra-
diction  can have  any validity.

At   that   tragic   time,   when   the
world,  including  the  United  States
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and  Great  Britain,  had  all  but  shut
the   doors  against   Jewish   refugees
fleeing   for   their   lives,   the   Jewish
claim  to justice  was  held  greatly  to
outweigh   that   of   the   Palestinian
Arab.  But does  it do so still?

In order to survive, we Jews were
obliged    to    put    aside    our    moral
standards    and    we    did    `do    unto
others   that   which   we   would   not
have them do unto us'.  But for how
much  longer?

The   fundamental   dilemma   per-
sists    unchanged    but    much     has
changed in fifty years.  Painfully the
State  of  Israel  struggled  into  being
and now wields power over all those
Palestinians who  have  not  fled  into
their   own   `diaspora'.   The   Palest-
inian  people  have  found  their  own
sense  of  national  identity  and  now
agonise for their own lost homeland
-much  as we  did  for so  long.

When  Israel  forcefully  occupied
what  was  left  of  that  homeland  in
1967,   Palestinian   yearnings  inevit-
ably slowly polarised into both poli-
tical   and   ever-increasing   terrorist
protest.    Ben    Gurion    would    not
have been  surprised:

`No government in the world can

prevent   individual   terror   .    .    .
when  a  people  is  fighting  for  its
land,   it  is   not   easy  to   prevent
such  acts'.   (Ibid.   Feb.   1937   &
Pinkas,  No.  4  March 1937).
Some  of the  means employed  by

Israel   in   its   desperate   and   futile
attempts   to   suppress  the   `z.#fz.fczdcz'
cannot be seen  by  any unblinkered
observer  -  prepared  to  see  all  the
facts  as  they  really  are  -  as  other
than  iniquitous.  Not  only  do  those
means  produce  ever  more  violent
reactions  from  the  Palestinians  but
they  corrupt  Jewish   society  itself ,
both  in  Israel  and  in  the  Diaspora.

Can  killings  at  the  funeral  of  an
earlier  protestor  really  be  justified
as   `necessary'   in   pursuance   of   a
`Defence' Minister's `Iron Fist' poli-

cy?   Justice   has   been   replaced   by
mere perceived expediency.

Already   embedded   within   that
short-term expediency are the long-
term seeds of the destruction of the
Israel   we   love,   and   of  which   we
would  like  to  be  proud.  That  des-
truction will come not from external
aggression   by   lsrael's   neighbours,
possibly  including  a  State  of Pales-
tine  as  most  Israelis  have  been  led
to fear, but from within Israel itself.

The  extent  of  moral  corruption
within   Jewish   society   can   be   dis-
puted.  But  one  factor  is  certain.  If
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the  present  status  quo  of  `Greatef'
Israel is maintained then, within the
next twenty, or at most thirty, years
there   will   be   an   Arab   numerical
majority    within    the    borders    of
Israel.  Were  that  to  be  allowed  to
happen,  then  a  Jewish  democratic
state  would  no  longer  be  viable.  It
would   inevitably   have   become   a
Palestinian   Arab   state,   occupying
all of the land. The PLO only has to
wait  patiently  to  achieve  its  wildest
dreams.

Israel  has  only two  realistic  alter-
natives.    Firstly,    it    can    abandon
democracy  by changing the  elector-
al    system     and    thereby    deprive
Palestinians of `full social and politi-
cal  equality  .  .  .  without  distinction
of religion or race',  as now pledged
in Israel's Declaration of Independ-
ence. There would then be a society
similar    to    South    Africa's    `apar-
theid'.  Can  that  be just?

Secondly,   it   can   revert   to   the
concept  of  some  division  of  land,
but with borders very different from
those  of  1948  or even  1967.

Surely     a      smaller,      righteous,
peaceful,   secure,   and   specifically
Jewish  Israel  is  much  to  be  prefer-
red to the so-called `Greater' Israel,
morally  corrupting  and  brutalising
the   Jewish   people   by   perpetually
trying  to  suppress  violence  and  in-
evitably  heading  toward  forseeable
disintegration?

Were that to happen - and it may
- what  would  be  the  consequences
for Judaism  and  the  Jewish  people
throughout   the   world?   Could   we
really expect to survive as an unassi-
milated people without a homeland
for    perhaps    yet    another    2,000
years?  Could we even  be confident
that   we   will   ever   again   be   given
another   chance   to   create   a   just
society?  It  is  not  just  a  matter  of
survival   of  the  Jewish   State.   The
question   affects  every  single  Jew,
both now and in the future, both in
Israel  and  in  the  Diaspora!

We  still  have  a  chance  to  create
such a just society.  Let us not throw
it  away.

But can any Israeli government -
of   whatever   composition   -   now
effectively address itself to either of
these alternatives?

I do not think so.  For all recent -
and   foreseeable   -   Israeli   govern-
ments have been and will be moral-
ly bankrupt.  Almost all pronounce-
ments by Israeli ministers leave one
with  no  other conclusion.

Israeli  governments  are  also  im-

potent.  The  recent  Israeli  elections
have   demonstrated  yet   again   that
the   existing   electoral   system   can
result   only   in   weak   government,
shackled       by       political       `horse-
trading',  which  effectively  prevents
any realistic approach to the funda-
mental  issues.  The  inevitable  result
is  the  stagnant  continuation  of  the
increasingly   desperate   attempt   to
cling  to  that  status  quo  which  we
have uncritically witnessed over the
last  21  years.

The  stated  desire to  have  secure,
defensible borders is but a symptom
of  that  procrastination.   Weaponry
has  changed.  Missiles  with  a  range
of 1,500  miles are,  at  this  moment,
capable   of   destroying   Tel    Aviv,
Haifa or Jerusalem.  The concept of
being  safely  outside  artillery  range
is   as   obsolete   as   was   the   French
Maginot Line at the outbreak of the
Second World War.  Secure borders
no   longer   exist   anywhere   in   the
world.

The  much  proclaimed  refusal  to
negotiate  with  .terrorists'  is  equally
procrastinating.  One  man's  .terror-
ist'  is  always  the  other's   `freedom
fighter'.  Even  in   1.929  Ben  Gurion

pronounced:
`1  see  no  reason  not  to  sit  down

tomorrow with the Mufti' -[with
Haj  Amin al-Huseini, chief insti-
gator  and  pogrom  inciter  -  the
Arafat  of  his  day].   (Mapczj.  Cc#-
tral  Committee  Protocols,   Israel
Labour    Party    Archives,     Kfar
Saba).
In   1937,   after   talks   with   other

prominent  Arabs  had  come  to  no-
thing,  he  said:

`We must find a way to the whole

Arab  people  .  .  .  by contact  and
negotiations  with  its  representa-
tives,    whoever   they   may   be'.
(Ha'aretz,  Feb.101937).
By   1936,   expediency   is   causing

him  to  lower his moral  sights:
`These   days   it   is   not   right   but

might  which  prevails.  It  is  more
important   to    have   force    than
justice on one's side'.  In a period
of   `power   politics,   the   powers
that be become  hard  of hearing,
and  respond  only  to  the  roar  of
cannons.   And   the   Jews   in   the
Diaspora     have     no     cannons'.
(DBG's  letter  to  Jewish  Agency,
Oct.1938 Yoman -Diary).
He believed that peace might still

be possible with the Arabs, but only
`once  they  despair  of  preventing  a

Jewish  Palestine'.   /A4czy  J9j6  Pro-
continued on next page



tocols,  Jewish  Agency   Directorate,
Central   Zionist   Archives,    Jerusa-
lem) .

`And  so,  if one  wants  an  under-

standing  with  the  Arabs   .   .   .   a
precondition   is   the   creation   of
great    Jewish    strength'.     /Pro-
tocols of Mapal Central Commit-
tee,  April  1936,  in  Israel  Labour
Party  Archives,  Kfar  Saba).
Fifty    years    have    passed.     Six

bloody   wars    have    been    fought.
Have  Ben  Gurion's conditions now
come  about?  Can  we  now  seek  to
return to  the path  of justice?

Israel  leaves  no  doubt  about  its
military  strength.  But  how  can  we
be  sure  that  the  Palestinian  Arab
has  now  `despaired  of preventing  a
Jewish  Palestine',  that he has really
accepted  that  Jewish  Israel  is  here
to  stay?

It  was  no  altruistic  impulse  that
unanimously moved  the  entire  Un-
ited  Nations  community  across  the
Atlantic,  in  defiance  of  Israel  and
the United States, just to hear what
one man, Yasser Arafat, had to say.
It   was   self-interest.   The   modern
world   lives  on   oil.   The   1988  esti-
mates of the Organisation of Petro-
leum  Exporting  Countries,  OPEC,
showed  that  at  present  production
levels,  and  unless  very  major  new
oil fields are found in the meantime,
all  oil-wells  in  the  world,  including
the  USA  and  Russia,  outside  the
Middle  East  will   have   run   comp-
letely  dry by  the  year 2021,  a mere
32  years  hence.  Little  wonder  that
the   world   needs   stability   in   the
Middle  East.

Since   1941   the  Middle  East  has
experienced   seven   major   wars,   a
major  revolution,  and  no  less  than
240 coups  d'6tat.

Jews, and especially Israelis,  may
choose  to  confine  themselves  only
to Israel's problems.  But the rest,of
the   world   does   not.   It   sees   the
resolution  of  conflict  between  Jew
and  Arab  as  an  indispensable  and
pre-eminent condition of stability in
the whole area and, thus, of its own
future  economic well-being.

That is why the world travelled to
Geneva to hear what Arafat had to
say.  The  PLO  is  no  homogeneous
body,  speaking with  but  one voice.
It  has  taken  twenty  years  to  reach
the    highly    precarious    consensus
announced in Algiers and reluctant-
ly made specific by Arafat in Gene-
va.

The  required  words  recognising
the  State  of  Israel  and  renouncing

the  use  of violence  have  now  been
spoken.  The  demand  for  an  inter-
national peace conference has been
repeated.   It  remains  to  be  seen  if
Arafat  can  survive  to  maintain  the
fragile  consensus  within  the  PLO,
let alone bring any influence to bear
on  the  extremists  active  in  the  `z.#-
/z/¢da',   long  enough   for  Israel   to
make   an    acceptable   positive    re-
sponse.    Israel   will    also    need   to
manifest  more  than  words.   It  will
need to  show  willingness  to  control
its own extremists, both within gov-
ernment  and  in  the  territories.

The United Nations has accepted
the   PLO    as   the    sole   legitimate
representative    of   the    Palestinian
people     since     1974.     Now     even
Israel's only ally, the United States,
has begun tentative discussions with
the  PLO.   Alone  in  all  the  world,
Israel's    present    political    leaders
categorically     reject     negotiations
with the PLO.

Certainly there are many Israelis,
and other Jews, who have long seen
the   negotiating   table   as   the   way
toward  a  return  to  peace  and  just-
ice.    But    the    Israeli    government
does   not   reflect   what   must   be   a
minority  view  in  Israel.

No  single  conflict  in  human  his-
tory   has   ever,   in   the   end,   been
resolved  other  than  by  both  sides
eventually being prepared to talk to
each other.  If only that reality were
recognised  early  enough,  much  in-
justice,    suffering    and    bloodshed
could  be  avoided.

But it has taken  decades to  build
up the Israeli's `siege mentality', the
deep   mutual    mistrust,    suspicion,
and,  indeed,  hatred  between  Arab
and  Jew.  Generations  of Jews  and
Palestinians     have     never    known
peace. The much-vaunted desire for
Sfec!/om   is  little  more  than   an   ab-
stract  concept,  itself  to   be  feared
like  all  else  that  is  unknown.

It   would   be   foolish   to   imagine
that  it  will  not  take  even  longer  to
restore    mutual    trust    and    confi-
dence.  It  is  always  f:ster  to  knock-
down than to build-up.  A `standing'
conference   over  years  will   be   re-
quired  even  to  begin.

It is in  the  nature  of negotiations
that each must be prepared to relin-
quish something of value in order to
gain  somethig  else.  Negotiations  -
once   begun   -   will   inevitably   be
excruciatingly     difficult,     complex
and slow.

Not    only    will    the    intractable
dilemma   of   obtaining   justice   for

Palestinian as well as Jew have to be
resolved.  There  are  practical  prob-
lems   to   be   squarely   faced.   As   a
result  of  Israel's  deliberate  policy,
there   are   now   over   70,000   Jews
settled  in  the  occupied  territories,
on  over  half  the  land  now  legally
Israeli-owned,  under  laws  made  by
Israel    without    reference    to    the
Palestinians.    On   a   vastly   smaller
scale,  Israel  experienced  the  diffi-
culties    of   moving    settlers,    once
rooted,  from  Sinai.   Actually  mov-
ing all the settlers from the territor-
ies   now   seems   impossible.   Other
solutions will  have  to  be  found.

Israel's   economy   is   heavily   de-
pendent on the  100,000 Palestinians
who daily travel from the territories
to  work  in  Israel  and  whose  wages
support  them  in  the  territories.

And    then    there    is   Jerusalem.
But,   however   difficult   and   appa-
rently  impossible  of solution,  soon-
er or later all these issues and others
will   have   to   be   faced.   Why   not
now?   Further   procrastination   can
only  make  them   even   more   diffi-
cult.

Without outside intervention, the
Israeli  government  and  people  are
now  helplessly  locked  into  a  situa-
tion  from  which  they  can  no  longer
extricate themselves and move back
to justice and ultimate peace, much
as  they  may  try.  They  cannot  even
achieve justice for all Jews in  Israel
-secular,  Orthodox,  and  Reform.

What   then   is  expected   of  each
Diaspora   Jew?   For   40   years   we
have  sat  in   our  comfortable,   safe
homes, far from the conflict, choos-
ing  not  to  see  what  was  happening
in Israel.  We have heeded the com-
fortable words of those of our own
leaders  who  have  called  on  us  un-
thinkingly  to  `support  Israel,   right
or   wrong'.    Our   silence   has   cor-
rupted   our  own   moral   standards.
Only   now,   when   the   standing   of
some of us  as Jews is under threat,
do  we  raise  our  voices -  and  then
only      to      demand      justice      for
ourselves, not others. Is that moral?

Ben  Gurion  was  right  when  he
said `The Jews in the Diaspora have
no cannons'.  But we most certainly
do   have   influence.   Will   we   now
choose to use it?          -

It   has   to   begin   with   each   and
every  one  of  us,  as`indivduals.  Do
we  have  the  courage  to  clear  our
minds  of  all  preconceived  notions,
to   inform   ourselves   of   the   true
facts,    however    unpalatable,    and
then   to   think   out   clearly   what   is
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right  and  what  is  wrong?  What  is
just?

And then we must be prepared to
speak   out,   with   no   concern   for
possible  adverse  consequences  for
ourselves.  Only  thus  can  we  return
to  seeking justice.

Each  one  of  us  has  only  limited
influence.   But,   however  small,   its
use in the cause of justice is of vital
importance,  not  only  to  the  Jewish
people   as   a   whole,   but   to   our
personal    moral    well-being.    How
else   can   we   face   the   next   yon
Kippur?

A return to justice can only begin
with  each  one  of us.

`Do not do unto others that which

you  would  not  have  them  do  unto
you'.   Only   then   can   we   hope   to
hold our heads high  once morel

*1   am   indebted   to   Shabtai  Teveth`s   book

Ben-Gurion  an(I  the  Pa[e`stinian  Arabs  (Ox-
ford  University  Prcss`  New  York`   1985)  for
the  quotations.

JANE  M00NMAN
Director, Britain-Israel
Public Affairs Centre

[BIPAC]

IAM  IN  SOME  DIFFICULTY
in  responding  calmly  to  Henry
Mayer,    as   I   find   his   central

theme  deeply  repugnant.  The  con-
cept  of  the  Jew  whose  moral  stan-
dards  are  so  superior  to  anybody
else's that he cannot exist in the real
world,  let  alone  run  his  own  coun-
try,   is   so   alien   to   me   that   I   can
barely take the rest of the argument
seriously.

But let me begin with the matters
on   which   Mr.    Mayer   and   I   can
agree.
1.  We would all  be much  happier if

Israel     had     managed     to     get
through  its  first  forty years  with-
out fighting any  wars.

2.  It  is  the  duty  of  us  Jews  in  the
Diaspora to have  a love of Israel
and  concern  for  its  well-being  in
the  forefront  of  our  conscious-
ness.   It   is   our   further   duty   to
exp.ress  both  that  love  and  that
concern  thr6hgh  all  the  channels
available  to  us  including  a/!.)/aft,
financial support,  visits  and  writ-
ten  and oral  communication.

3.  The   plight   of   the   Palestinians,
particularly  of  the  refugees,  has
not  been  sufficiently high  on  the
Israeli  agenda.
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4.  The time  has come  for an  Israeli
initiative  in  the  peace process.
Unfortunately,        Mr.        Mayer

chooses   to   pursue   these   entirely
reasonable observations in  a funda-
mentalist   lecture,   berating   Israeli
leaders  for  failing  to  behave  in   a
way  in  which  no  responsible  politi-
cian  on  this  globe  could  or  would
behave.

It   is   surely   quite    contrary   to
Reform Judaism to suggest that the
dicta of the sages should be  applied
literally in all circumstances.  If Hill-
el's  admonition  not  to  do  to  others
what we would not have done to us
had  ruled,  Israel  would  never have
defended itself,  the  Warsaw ghetto
uprising   would   never   have   taken
place  and  no Jewish  mother would
ever  have  lied,  cheated  or  killed  to
save  her  child.   Mr.   Mayer's  argu-
ment,   that   by   failing   to   translate
Hillel's  code  of  personal   morality
into  national  policy,  `we  Jews  have
abandoned   our   moral   standards',
ignores,  for  instance,  Israel's  obli-
gations   under   the   fourth   Geneva
convention    to    maintain    law   and
order in  the  territory  it  adminsters.

Love   of   Israel   to   Mr.    Mayer
means  pride  in  all  it  does.   But  if
love is worth anything it must surely
allow   for   differences   of   opinion,
lapses  and  failures.   Love  which  is
conditional   on   pride   is,   I   would
suggest,  very  suspect  indeed.

Even  worse  is  his  prediction  that
the   Jews   will   destroy   themselves.
That,  Mr.  Mayer,  is  what  the  anti-
Semites  say.  That Jews  are  respon-
sible  for  their  own  fate  is  a  recur-
rent  theme  in  revisionism.

Finally, let me turn to the matters
which  are  behind  Mr.  Mayer's  ner-
vousness.

I have yet to meet a journalist or
politician  in  this  country,  let  alone
an  Israeli,  who  rccz//y  believes  that
Yasser  Arafat  is  now  prepared  to
settle  for the  West Bank  and  Gaza
only and has given up all designs on
Israel  itself .

Even the most dovish accept that
what   he   has   managed   to   do   is
persuade    the    Palestine    National
Council  to  try it his way for a time.
This  in  itself  is  no  mean   achieve-
ment.  But  it  must  be  seen  for what
it is -a bid for international support
and  a  return  to  centre  stage  in  the
struggle   for   Palestinian   independ-
ence.  Statement after statement has
illustrated   growing   PLO    concern
that  the  Palestinians  on  the  ground
in  the  West  Bank  and  Gaza  might

be   tempted,    by    pragmatism,    to
come to some accommodation with
the  Israelis,   cutting   out   the   PLO
and depriving them of leadership in
a  new  autonomous  region.

Nevertheless,    Arafat   has   gone
further in his recent statements than
he  has   ever  gone   before.   Let   us
pray that it really means something.
But,  whether it does  or not,  it calls
for  an  initiative  by  Israel's  leaders
and that  is  precisely what  is  now  in
progress.   It   is   a   time   when   those
leaders need to feel our support and
the outside world our strength.  It is
most certainly not  a  time  for breast
beating.

SIMON FRANSES,
Rabbi, Middlesex New

Synagogue
Chairman, RSGB

Assembly of Rabbis

M
R. MAYER COMMENCES
with   a   quotation   from   7fzc
Ethics  of the  Fathers attr.ton-

ted  to  Hillel,  who  said  `Do  not  do
unto  others  that  which  you  worild
not have them do unto you'.  Unfor-
tunately he proceeds in doing exact-
ly  that  to  the  utterings  of  the  late
David  Ben  Gurion,  without  taking
into   consideration    the   difficulties
that   he   faced   in   establishing   and
maintaining    the    State    of    Israel.
Qu'oting once again from  7lfre E/fez.cs
o/ /fee  Fczffecrs,  may  I  bring  to  Mr.
Mayer's and your readers' attention
the  saying  attributed  to  Hillel  once
again,  who said  `Do  not judge your
fellow-man  until  you  have  been  in
his  position'  (At;of 2,  Mz.sfe#cz4  5).

From  our  comfortable  palaces  in
the West or from its ivory towers we
preach  and  prescribe  absolute  phi-
losophies or absolute  moralities  for
others  to  observe.   While  this  is  a
worthwhile   endeavour,   let   us   re-
member  that  the  nature  of  man  is
such that he cannot abide totally by
absolute    philosophies,     let    alone
absolute  moralities,  however  much
he wishes to  do  so.

Furthermore,  we  are  aware  that
power of any  kind,  let  alone  politi-
cal    or    military    power,    corrupts.
Why do we  therefore  look to  Israel
to  achieve  the  impossible,  particu-
larly  in  such  a  short  time?  I  hope  it
is  because  we  care.

The   situation   in   whic`h   we   find
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ourselves today is not totally of our
making.  In  1948,  Ben  Gurion,  dec-
laring   the   Independence   of   the
State  of Israel,  said  `We extend the
hand of peace and good neighbour-
liness to all the States around us and
to  their  people,  and  we  call  upon
them  to  co-operate  in  mutual  help-
fulness  with  the  Independent  Jew-
ish  Nation  in  its  land.  The  State  of
Israel is prepared to make its contri-
bution in  a concerted  effort for the
advancement  of  the  entire  Middle
East'.  It  was,  and  still  is,  unfortun-
ate  that  the  Arab  people  attacked,
with   all   their   military   might,   the
fledgling State.  Since then,  not only
have  they  kept  their  own  people  in
transit  refugee camps  and  made  no
effort  whatsoever  to  absorb  them
into   their   own   societies   but   they
have  created  an  organisation  dedi-
cated   to    the    destruction    of   the
`Zionist   Entity'   as   they   call   `The

State  of lsrael'.
Mr.  Mayer writes: `Our claim -as

Jews  -  to  a  secure  homeland  rests
on  more  than  our  Biblical  posses-
sion of the land.  We have no other.
After   2,000   years   of   dispersion,
oppression  and  persecution  culmi-
nating   in   the   Holocaust,   even   a
reluctant  world  community  finally
recognised  the validity of our claim
to the land -or at least to part of it'.

Allow me to point out Article 20
of  The  Palestinian  National  Cove-
nant:  `The Balfour Declaration, the
Mandate  for  Palestine  and  every-
thing   that   has   been   based   upon
them,   are   deemed  null   and  void.
Claims of historical  or religious ties
of  Jews  with  Palestine  are  incom-
patible with the facts of history and
the  true  conception  of what  consti-
tutes  statehood.   Judaism,   being  a
religion,    is    not    an    independent
nationality.  Nor  do  Jews  constitute
a single nation with an identity of its
own.  They  are  citizens of the  states
to which  they belong'.

Does Mr.  Mayer,  and those who
believe like him, wish us to revert to
that  state  of affairs?

All  of  us  will  agree,  I  am  sure,
that  in  order  to  achieve  peace,  we
must   negotiate   and   speak   to   our
enemy.   Furthermore,   Israel   must
get out of the West Bank and Gaza
as  fast  as  humanly  possible  but  the
practical  demands  of  the  situation
may dictate otherwise.  In a recently
published    book    by    Jean-Jacques
Servan-Schreiber  and  David  Krivine
eTriilled The Chosen and the Choice
(Furura,   London,   1988),   the   au-

thors  declare  that  we  as  Jews  are
faced with  the vital  choice  between
patriotism of land and patriotism of
identity.    The    first    choice,    they
claim,  can   lead  only  to  increasing
frustration.  The  second  will  be  re-
generative  and  healing.   I  mention
this  because  of  the  Negev,  some-
thing  that  was  very  near  to  David
Ben  Gurion's  heart  and  here  I  see
the    connection.    Servan-Schreiber
writes:   `The  truest  road  for  Israeli
development  will   lead,   via   a   high
level  of  technological  and  scientific
competence,   towards   the   Negev,
where   an   entire   world   awaits   re-
birth.   Only  if  Israel   follows   these
paths will the nation develop econo-
mic  prosperity,  a  spirit  turned  to-
wards the future,  and real freedom
in  political,  social,  cultural  and  in-
ternational  domains'.

For  Israel  to  achieve  this,  it  will
need  the  help  of  all  of  us  and  not
the moral criticism  of the fewl

JOSEPH HABERER,
Director, Jewish

Studies Programme
and Associate Professor

of Political Science,
Purdue University,

Indiana

T
HE    PROBLEM    IS     NOT
that Henry Mayer is wrong in
his  criticism.   It  seems  to  me

that  his  argument  is  flawed  by  a
somewhat   simplistic   view   of   the
situation in which his lens of moral
righteousness  distorts  the  political
realities  which  are  so  much  a  part
of the  picture.

Consider  the  following:
Creating   a   just   society   is   an

arduous,   perhaps  even   at  best   a
near   impossible   task.    Certainly,
we  should  hold  to   the  ideal   and
work   toward  reaching  it  even   in
approximate   ways.   Henry   Mayer
is on target in decrying the morally
corroding effect of the occupation.
But  even  more to  the  point  is that
this     occupation,     as     he     rightly

points out,  is bound to  lead to one
or   another   political   disaster.   To
avoid   it   now   will   require   some
horrendously difficult decisions on
the part  of the  Israeli  government
and citizenry.  Such decisions, I am
convinced,   will   come   about   not
through    appeals    to   justice    and
moral purity but through the much

more effective argument of a long-
range   enlightened    national    self-
interest.    That    language   of   self-
interest  is  almost   always  a   more
persuasive   agent   of  change   than
general  appeals  to  morality.

As  for  the  settlers,  those  zealots
committed to the notion of a Great-
er   Israel   and   a   reborn   religious
state,    Mayer    is    quite    right    in
saying  that  they  will  not  give  up
their claim or their vision. But who
created   this   Hydra   if  not   Israeli
governments,   Labour   and   L!.k%d
alike?    In    fact,    the    settlers    are
going  to  be  a  bigger  problem  for
the  Israelis  than  the  Palestinians.
Avoiding  dealing  with   this   prob-
lem   is   perhaps   the   most   potent
reason for the Israeli reluctance to
negotiate  with   the  Palestinians  -
with   the   PLO!   But   settler   comL
pliance  can  be  brought  about:  cut
off  their  allowances,  tax-benefits,
let   them   fend   on   their   own,   or
negotiate    realistically    for    their
protection  in  a  Palestinian  State.

An     accommodation     between
Israel  and  the  Palestinians  would
probably    be    as    helpful    to    the
Palestinians   as   it   would   to    the
Israelis -in  the  long  run.  For  the
Palestinians  in  any  newly  created
state have more to fear from their
Arab neighbours, especially Syria,
than  they  do  from  Israel.  In  fact,
Israel  might  well  become  the  buf-
fer  to  protect  a  Palestinian  state.
In  any  case,  Henry  Mayer's  view
of   Middle   East    realities   is   too
fixated   on   the   Israeli/Arab   con-
flict.   If   peace   should   break   out
between  the  two  protagonists,  we
can   be   sure   of  one   thing  -  the
tensions,      rivalries,      internecine
conflicts   in   the   Middle   East   will
not cease.  Moreover,  the oil prob-
lem   to   which   he   alludes   is   not

primarily   related   to   the   Israeli/
Palestinian  conflict.

So  where  does  all  of  this  leave
us?  And  what  does  Henry  Mayer
want   us   to   do?   He   wants   us   to
speak  out.  That  is  a  good  begin-
ning.    But   he   hedges   on   acting,
perhaps     in     concert,     to     exert
appropriate pressure on the Israeli
government.  That  seems  to  me  to
be   a   far   more   cogent   source   of .
bringing  about  change  than  each
of   us   in   our   cocoon   of   `limited
influence' directing our moral out-
rage  at a government that pursues
policies that we find morally repre-
hensible.

A word of caution  is in  order.  It
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is  easy  enough  in  the  fervour  of
our prophetic vision to sit in judge-
ment.  We  need  to  remember  that
the   situation   is   complicated,   the
values  at  issue   are  often   in   con-
flict,      that      moral      ambiguities
abound   in   all   human   action   and
that   politics   is   an   arduous   and
often  somewhat sordid  enterprise.
Power  tends  to  corrupt,  as  Lord
Acton  had  it,  but  powerlessness is
no  less  corrupting.

So let us temper Henry  Mayer's
cry  for justice  with  the  mitigating
understanding   of   flawed   human
beings     working     their     will      in
strange and  marvellous  ways.

ALBERT
ERLEBACHER,

Professor of History,
Depaul University,

Chicago, Illinois

THE   /IV7T/FADA    OF   THE
past fifteen  months  has shak-
en   the   basic   beliefs   of   the

Jews of Israel to the core. It also has
had   a   profound   influence   on   the
Jews  in  the  Diaspora.  Mayer's  arti-
cle     clearly     establishes    that     the
dilemma  posed  by  the  Palestinian
Arabs  is  not  new  but  reaches  far
back   into   the   Zionist   and  Jewish
experience  in  Israel.

Mayer's   most   obvious   truth   is
that  there  are  no  easy  answers  to
this   dilemma.   The   issue   will   not
disappear  even   if  Israeli   Defence
forces   re-establish   a   modicum   of
law and  order.

There  must  be,  at  some  time  in
the     not-too-distant     future,      an
attempt  to  negotiate  and  settle  the
issues   if  Jews   and   Arabs   are   to
continue to live in proximity to one
another.   Tragic   as   it   is,   perhaps
Mayer    agonizes     too     much    on
Israel's attempt to preserve law and
order.   Surely   Mayer  is  correct  in
placing      the      responsibility      for
reaching  a  reasonable  compromise
on   the   political   leadership   rather
than on the army.

Mayer suggests  a  harsh  prescrip-
tion for the Israelis but one which is
based       on       Biblical       Prophetic
teachings.   He   also   suggests,   cor-
rectly,    that   the   solution   can   be
influenced  by  the  Jews  of  the  Di-
aspora as well as by Israelis.  Before
the    tough    negotiations    between
Israelis   and   Palestinians   can   suc-
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ceed,     the     Diaspora    community
must exert its influence by word and
deed.  This  will  be  difficult  because
the  Diaspora  community  is  as  di-
vided on the terms of the solution as
are  the  Israelis Jews.  No  doubt  the
first step must be the evolution of a
political  coalition  within  Israel  that
has  the  political  will  and  power  to
negotiate  a  settlement  in  which  the
fundamental  needs  of  the  Palesti-
nians  for  national   identity   and   of
the  Israelis  for  military  security  is
achieved.  It is unlikely that this will
occur  without  a  radical  change  in
the  way  in   which   political   parties
are  represented  in  the  Knesset.

Pessimists might believe that such
changes  will  not  come  rapidly.  But
at least there is a model for reason-
able    compromise    in    the    Sadat-
Begin negotiations over Sinai.  Both
the Palestinian  and  Israeli sides will
have to accept the conclusion that a
compromise  will  not  satisfy  the  ex-
treme  Palestinian  groups  or  those
Jews   whose   vision   of   a   `Greater
Israel'  can  be  realised  only  by  con-
stant    warfare,    a    solution    which
should  be  abhorrent  to  both  Jews
and  Palestinians.

Mr.   Mayer's   solutions   are   not
very    practical    but    neither    were

those of the Prophets.  They are the
only   ones   which   can   lead   Israelis
and  Palestinians  out  of  their  quag-
mirel

EDITORIAL  FOOTNOTE
The  political  problems  of  Israel  arc

deeply distressing.  But if you wish to be
reminded   of   the   Israel   that   holds   a
unique   place    in    Jewish    hearts   -   its
history  and   beauty.   its  people   and  its
changing  panorama`   its  culture  -  you
could do  nothing better than  to  acquire
a  copy  of  a  r\ew  book.  Israel  Land  of
Promise .

Although   this   is.   in   some   senses   a
coffee  table  book - a  brief essay  and  a
large  number  of  colour  photographs  -
the colour photography is so superb and
the     reproduction     so    magnificent    it
would be very difficult not to be moved.
Israel   Land   of   Promise   portrays  the
Israel  that  we  all  see  in  our  mind's  eye
but   with   more   insight,   more   under-
standing   and   more   clarity.   Whenever
you   are   feeling   depressed   about   the
political  situation  .   .

Israel  Land of Promise
Photographs:  David  Fitzgcrald
Authors:  Richard  E.  Roby  &

Cathy  A.  Kass
Pages:   128
Publisher:  Millbank.Books  Ltd. `

London
Price:  £26.96
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FROM KING TO SOVEREIGN
THE NEW WORDS OF PRAXER

Jonathan Magonet

THOSE  OF  US  WHO  WERE
involved in producing the `new'
RSGB      S/7¢bba/     and      Daily

Prayerbook,   Forms   o/  P/.c7ycr,   in
1977  remember  a  controversy  that
delayed  its  appearance  for  over  a
year.   In  fact  the  whole  enterprise
nearly    foundered    on    one    vexed
issue:    should   we   use    the   words
•thee'  and  `thou'  as  in  the  previous

edition,   or   take   the   bold   step   of
changing  to  .you'?

As   we   confront   similar   angers
and   veiled   threats   and   emotional
storms  about  a  proposed  language
change  in  the   new  RSGB  Pilgrim
Festival  A4flzc/Tor,  it  is  worth  trying
to see what lies behind these feelings.

Perhaps   under  the   surface   is   a
sense that the prayerbook shotild be
in  some way `changeless'  and  `time-
less'.  In a world of relentless change
and  insecurity,  it  is  important  that
something   be   fixed   in   our   lives,
particularly  at  the  deepest  part  of
our   being,    our   prayer   life.    For
people who  had  grown  up with the
old  1930 edition of the prayerbook,
irrespective  of  any  rational  under-
standing of its content, the rhythms
and  language  of  Hebrew  and  Eng-
lish  alike  had  become  part  of their
lives,  had  coloured and even  deter-
mined   their   language   and   experi-
ence  of prayer.  It  was  as  much  the
thought   of  change   itself  that   was
disturbing  as  any  particular  altera-
tion  in  the  language.

Not only did it  establish continui-
ty   with   the   past.    But,   since   the
major prayers with which our mem-
bers were  familiar were  part  of the
classical   tradition,   they   formed   a
link  with  all  other Jewish  communi-
ties.      We      could      maintain      the
assumption that a Jew could enter a
synagogue  anywhere  and  relate  to
the  language  of  prayer  that  he  or
she  found  there.

Of   course   this   was   not.  strictly
true.   The   old   prayerbook   was   a
drastically    edited   version    of   the
traditional   sJ.ddi/r,   while   the   new
one actually restored many tradition-
al passages.  For example, a number

of the  intermediate  blessings  of the
daily Am!.cJczA,  missing from the old,
were  now  included.  Some  of  them
had  new   texts   that  would   not   be
recognizable   at   all   in   other   com-
munities.  But since  these particular
parts of the book were only familiar
to   a    knowledgeable   few,    hardly
anyone noticed and fewer still were
upset     at     these     rather     `radical
changes'. That is to say, real change
may   be   less   important   than   per-
ceived change. The argument about
maintaining  unity  with  the  rest  of
the   Jewish   people   was   a   bit   du-
bious.  But  its  emotional  force  was
and still  is very powerful.

Many of the same emotions -and
some of the same arguments - have
re-emerged  in  reaction  to  the  new
experimental edition of the Sfeczvwof
service.   This  time  the  issue  -  the
attempt    to    eradicate    `sexist    lan-
guage'  and the attitudes that under-
lie  it  and  its  replacement  with  `in-
clusive  language' - is  in  many ways
more  substantial,  but  the  problems
it   raises   are   considerably   greater
and more  subtle.

The trouble is that a `progressive'
movement  of whatever label  stands
or  falls  by  its  integrity  in   matters
like  social  justice  and  the  eradica-
tion  of  perceived  inequalities.  Our
greatness,  indeed  our  raz.SOH  cZ'G/rc,
is in  our providing a  home for Jews
of  every   and   of  no   persuasion,   a
home  in  which  no-one  should  feel
out  of  place  and  everyone  should
have equal participation.  In theory,
therefore,  the  issue  of  language  is
one  we  should  address  with  enthu-
siasm,  insight  and  great  sympathy.
But  the  reality  is  that  though  `pro-
gressive'  movements .may recognise
problems that have to be addressed,
until the changes are well advanced,
they  may  still  be  trapped  by  them.
We often find that w.e share the gut
resistance of the majority of society
to   any  change  that   requires  a  re-
examination of the attitudes, values
and,    alas,    the    prejudices,    with
which  we  live.  But  having  seen  the

problem,  at  least  we  can  recognize

our  responsibility  to  try  to  resolve
it.

Let  us  look  at  three  areas  that
have  to  be  addressed  if  we  are  to
attempt  to  be  true  to  our  `progres-
sive'  vocation.  Incidently,  they  are
not  problems  `invented'  by the  edi-
tors of the prayerbook,  or by some
`feminist  clique'  or  some  marginal

rabbinic   lobby.   They   are   actually
issues  that  are  being  addressed  ev-
ery  day within  our society.

First is the person who is praying.
Most   of  us   would   cringe   if  we

heard someone speak of the Jewish
`race'.  We have similarly learnt that

the  term  `negro'  or  even  `coloured'
is  no  longer acceptable  to  a  part  of
our society that has  chosen  to  refer
to    itself    as    `black'    and    expects
others  to  respect  its  wishes  in  this
area.  The  language  with  which  we
describe   ourselves  and  others  has
major    implications    for    our    self-
respect and the respect in  which we
wish  to  be  held.

In   the   same   way   there   are   a
number  of  phrases  in   the  prayer-
book  where  masculine   terms  now
jar in a way they did not do even ten
years   ago.   Ultimately  the   prayers
assume that a `he' is praying.  There
are  many  who  dismiss  this  with  the
familiar  idea  that  terms  like  `man'
`include   the   female'   and   are   thus

neutral.  The  trouble  is  that  objec-
tive  examination  suggests  that  this
is  actually  untrue.

In 1972, two sociologists at Drake
University,   Joseph   Schneider   and
Sally  Hacker,   decided  to   test  the
hypothesis   that   m¢#   is   generally
understood    to    embrace    wom¢#.
Some   three   hundred   college   stu-
dents   were   asked   to   select   from
magazines and newspapers a variety
of pictures that would appropriately
illustrate the different chapters of a
sociology  textbook  being  prepared
for  publication.   Half  the   students
were assigned chapter headings like
`Social  Man',  `Industrial  Man',  and
`Political Man'. The other half were

given   different   but   corresponding
headings   like   `Society',   `Industrial
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Life',    and    `Political    Behaviour'.
Analysis   of   the   pictures   selected
revealed  that  in  the  minds  of  stu-
dents of both sexes, use of the word
mcz#  evoked,  to  a statistically signi-
ficant degree,  images of males  only
-     filtering     out     recognition     of
women's  participation  in  these  ma-
jor   areas   of   life   -   whereas   the
corresporiding     headings     without
mcz#  evoked  images  of  both  males
and  females.  In  some  instances  the
differences  reached  magnitudes  of
30   to   40   per   cent.   The   authors
concluded:  `This  is  rather  convinc-
ing evidence  that when  you use the
word   mcz#   generically,   people   do
tend to  think  male  and tend  not to
think  female' I .

Douglas    R.     Hofstadter,    who
quotes this research, notes that sup-
posedly   neutral   terms   like   `man'
and `he' do in fact slide into `sexism'
and   argues   for   the   use   of   less
ambiguous  terms  with  a  clear  gen-
der differentiation2.

We   are  all   involved   in   this   un-
comfortable process of change. The
classic  example  is  the  problem  of
replacing  a  `chairman'  with  `chair-
woman', `chairperson', or `chair' -a
major issue for a Jewish community
besotted     with     committees!     But
though   we   make   funny   remarks
about  `not  being  a  piece  of  furni-
ture',  we  are  actually  experiencing
an    important    revolution    in    our
thinking and much of the attempted
or  crude  humour  reflects  our  dis-
comfort at an awareness that some-
thing is not right with the sfczf«s gz/o
but   which   still   finds   the   changes
very awkward.

When  we  address  such  issues  in
the language of the prayerbook it is
even  more difficult.  But an increas-
ing  number  of  people  whose  con-
sciousness  of the  problem  has been
raised  cannot  go  back  to  where  we
were.   Yet  we  hzi.ve  not  reached  a
satisfactory   new  vocabulary.   `It   is
not for us to complete the work, but
neither may we  desist  from  it'.

The  second  issue  is:  With  whom
do   women   identify   themselves   in
Jewish  tradition?

A  good  example  of the  problem
can  be  found  in  the  prayer  for  the
community  on  page   116.  The  ver-
sion    in    the    Sfrc!bb¢/   prayerbook
reads:   `May   He   who   blessed   our
fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
bless  this  holy  community  with  all
other holy communities:  /fecm,  /feel.r

fczm/./J.cs  and  all  they  have  .   .   .'  The
Hebrew,  of course, says:  `them  and
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their   wives'.   We   were   sufficently
conscious  of the  anachronism  even
in  the  mid-1970's  but  felt  unable to
alter the Hebrew text. The meaning
is   clear:    `communities',   especially
prayer    communities,    are    `men',
who  have  `wives'.  Our English  vcr-
sion  was  the  best  we  felt  we  could
do  to  change  the  sense.  It  was,  in
effect,   a   `commentary',   as   every
translation  inevitably  is.

But   it   is   hard   to   maintain   this
particular       compromise        today.
Moreover,    we   feel    more   secure
about  amending  the  Hebrew.  The
new experimental version still reads
on  page  116  `them,  their  families',
but    the    Hebrew    has,     literally,
`them,  their  sons  and  their  daugh-

ters  .   .   .'
There   is   another   example   that

shows  a  `major  breakthrough'  be-
I.ween  the  Shabbat  siddur  of  1977
and  the  High  Holyday  A4¢cfezor  of
1985.     The    earlier    Grace    After
Meals  on  pages  332-3  has   `rczbo/czy
#cvcrccfe',  -`gentlemen,  let  us  say
grace' -in the  Hebrew,  but  `Ladies
and  gentlemen,  let  us  say  grace'  in
the  English.  The  A4crcfezor  on  page
678  adds  #gcv!.ro/¢y - `and  ladies' -
in  the  Hebrew!

Of course such minor changes are
both   important   and,   at   the   same
time,  almost  absurd  in  their  seem-
ing  insignificance.  With  the  A4czcfe-
zor we were under the constraint of
a previous decision of the Assembly
of Rabbis to retain the basic prayers
in   their  original   Hebrew  and  En-
glish    forms,    so    there    was    little
opportunity  to  respond  to  a chang-
ing consciousness. For the introduc-
tory  format  of  the  Pilgrim  Festival
book, the Assembly of Rabbis felt it
legitimate to try a more experimen-
tal  approach.

In effect, what we have.done is to
apply  some  strategic  principles  to
the work of editing and translating,
much  as  we  had  done  with  a  diffe-
rent  issue  in  the  Sfeczbb¢/ and  Daily
Prayerbook.   At  that  time  we  had
been     conscious     that     the     post-
Holocaust   Jewish   world   had   be-
come  very  inward-looking  and  nar-
row.  Judaism  is  always  caught  in  a
tension  between  looking  inward  at
itself and outward to its relationship
with  others,  particularism  and  uni-
versalism.  Our  attitude  is  often  de-
termined by the openness or hostil-
ity of the outside world but we must
also        take        responsibility        for
ourselves    and    our    attitudes.     It
seemed   important   to   restore   and

even   to   emphasise  those  parts  of
Jewish liturgy that were universalis-
tic and open. The restoration of the
full second paragraph of the A/cHw,
which  had  been  virtually  removed
in the  1930 edition,  is a good exam-
ple of this approach.  That is to say,
we  tried  to  make  explicit  what  was
always implicit in Judaism but likely
to be overlooked.

If,    therefore,   we   acknowledge
and indeed proudly assert that there
is    an    implicit    desire    for    sexual
equality   within   Judaism,   even   in
terms   of   the   formula   `equal   but
different',  we  have  a  responsibility
to make this more clear and explicit
in  this  time  of changing  awareness.

To    give    a    concrete    example,
whereas men had a number of male
`role models' with whom to identify

in   the   liturgy,   notably   the   three
patriarchs, there were very few such`role  models'   for  women.   In  such

circumstances, it made sense, -and
this  has  received  virtually  no  com-
plaint  -  to  add   to   the   list   of  the
patriarchs   in   the   `Prayer   for   the
Community',  a  parallel  list  of  mat-
riarchs,   `Sarah,   Rebeccah,   Rachel
and  Leah'.  In  this  we  were  follow-
ing  a  practice  already  in   use   in   a
number  of  synagogues.  Moreover,
since the prayer is not so familiar or
central,   the   same   rule   applies   as
mentioned  above  -  few  found  the
change threatening to their sense of
belonging    to    `Kc/a/    y!.srczc/',    the
total  community  of Israel.

But what happens if you take the
next  logical  step  and  associate  the
matriarchs   with   that   other   major
listing  of  the  patriarchs  in  the  first
paragraph of the Am!.cZczfe? That one
gets the adrenalin going and under-
standably  so,  as  it  is  such  a  major
and  familiar  prayer3.

In  answer  to  those  who  feel  that
this  cuts  us  off from  the  practice  of
`world   Jewry',   it   is   worth   noting

that this is already a standard alter-
native    in    official    and    unofficial
prayerbooks  of  the  American  Re-
form  movement.   That  is  hardly  a
surprise  but  even  the  latest  Amer-
ican Conservative Sfrczbbczf and Dai-
ly  Prayerbook,  S!.in  SAC/om,  has  at
least  an  English  alternative  version
of  the  opening  of  the  Amz.cZczfe  con-
taining  the  matriarchs  -  one  com-
posed   incidently   by   Rabbi   Andre
Ungar,   an   early  graduate  of  Leo
Baeck  College.   More  surprisingly,
the B'nei B'rith Hillel Foundation in
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America has produced as an official
publication   A    Mczcfezor  /or   J3osfe
Hashanah   and   Yom   Kippur:   On
Wz.#gr  o/ Awe  (1985)  that  goes  to
great  lengths  to  strive  for  `inclusive
language'   and   emphasises   in   the
introduction   that   it   includes   `the
option   to   praise   the   Eternal   not
only  as  E/ofeey  Avofey#zt,  the  God
of  our  Fathers,  but  as  E/ofeey  J777-
o/cy#w, the God of our Mothers, as
well'.  That,  of course,  is the beauty
of  American   pluralism,   for  Hillel
serves   all    parts   of   the    religious
spectrum.

In  the  end  we  have  settled  for  a
traditional     and     sensible     British
compromise  -  to  include  both  op-
tions  for the Amz.d¢fe,  one  with  the
patriarchs alone, the other with the
patriarchs and matriarchs together,
so  that  congregations  may  choose
which  one to  use.  This seems to  be
the  sort of solution we  are  likely to
require for some time  to come in  a
changing situation.

The  third issue  is  God  language.
This   is   theologically   the   easiest

but  in  practical  terms  the  hardest.
For monotheism,  God can  have  no
gender -nor image, nor shape, nor
form,   nor   likeness.    But   for   our
prayer life and our `as if' imagery of
Jewish tradition, God has a number
of identities. Our Father, Our King;

Shield,            Rock,            Redeemer,
Shepherd,  Judge,  Lord;  Master  of
the World; The  Holy  One,  Blessed
be  He  (sic);  The  name;  The  Place
(f7c7A4c7kom).    Some    are    abstract.
But   most   are   human,   relational,
therefore    approachable    and    inti-
mate -and  male.

Why   does   this   matter?   Let   us
approach  the  answer indirectly.

We had a problem with the Sfoczb-
b¢f   and   Daily   Prayerbook   which
remains unresolved.  The  liturgy  re-
fers to God,  frequently and drama-
tically,   as  `King'.   But  by  that  the
tradition,   going   back   to   Biblical
times,   had   an   image   of  someone
with  supreme  power in  society,  the
power   of   life   or   death   over   his
subjects.  But  we  live  in  a  time  of a
constitutional  monarch,  with  strict-
ly   limited   powers.   What   does   it
mean   to   utilise   that   term   today
when  speaking  of  God?  Converse-
ly,  what  contemporary  term  would
be more appropriate to capture the
old  sense?  Possibly  something  like
Dictator,     President     or     Tyrant.
None fitted very comfortably, so we
settled   for   the   easier   `King'.   But
since  it  is  our  everyday  experience
that  we  are  ruled  by  a  `Queen'  -
does `Queen' embrace `King'? -for
the  experimental  edition  it  seemed
more appropriate to choose a more

neutral and perhaps grander term -
hence  for some translations  `Sover-
eign'.  It has the same force but also
limitations  as  `King',   however  the
change does not affect the meaning
and  does  remove  the  gender prob-
lem.

Which  in  turn  leads  to  a  further
issue.    Should   the   same   Hebrew
word  be  translated  every  time  by
the  same  English  word?  There  are
arguments  in   favour,   most   to   do
with the use of the Prayerbook as a
teaching   instrument,   for   which   a
fairly  literal   and  direct  translation
seems  most  useful.   However,  that
only   fosters   a   distorted   view   of
Hebrew  in  assuming  that  a  single
Hebrew  word  can   have   only  one
English    equivalent,    whereas    we
know   that   Hebrew   is   incredibly
rich,   and   that   individual   Hebrew
words   may   serve   a   multitude   of
uses. Would it not be more approp-
riate  to  let  the  context  of  the  indi-
vidual     prayer     determine     which
translation    is    most    appropriate?
Perhaps   `mc/ecfa'   is   better   under-
stood in some contexts as `source of
power'   or   possibly   `possessor'   of
our   lives.    We    are    beginning    to
examine  that  sort  of flexibility.

But to  return  to  our main  discus-
sion: if God is, in most `metaphors',

continued on  page  12
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continued from  page  10
male,     whatever    our    theological
rationalisations,   what   effect   does
this  have  on   us?  It  certainly  rein-
forces  the  perception  that  power,
authority  and  ultimate  right  belong
in   the   hands   of   `the   male',   with
women  relegated to roles of depen-
dency  and  service.   Since  language
both    reflects    and   reinforces   our
view   of   life   and   society,   such   a
powerful   bias   in   our   language   of
prayer   has   considerable   consequ-
ences.

On the  theological level, we have
to   recognize   that   we   have   made
little advance on the childish picture
of God  as  an  old  man  with  a  beard
up   in   the   sky,   however   sophisti-
cated  we   may  be   in   our  justifica-
tions.   The   Bible   knows   passages
which state or infer that God is also
`female',     usually     in     images     of

mothering,   suckling   or   nurturing.
Why   have   these   images   virtually
disappeared?  Beyond  both  genders
is the  description  of the  creation  of
`human   beings'    in    God's   image,

male  and  female.  Though  it  might
be  conceivable  to  substitute  femin-
ine  titles  or  terms  for  God  -  the
SfoccAz.;?#*   is   a   possible   but   prob-
lematic example -this runs the  risk
of further continuing the process of
what  amounts  to  idolatry,  making
God  in  our own  image.

How  do we  get  out  of this  trap?
There  are  a  number  of  possible

options   that   have   been   explored
within the experimental edition and
by other prayerbooks.  One  is to go
for  abstract  images  altogether,  re-
lated to the  nature of the  particular
prayer.   For   example,   as   well   as`father',  `#v'  can  mean  `originator',
`first  cause'  or  `principal'.  Thus `At;

fJcrr¢fr##7i.#7',    literally    `Father    of
Mercies', can mean `Source of Mer-
cy'  as  on  page  85.

Another  approach   would   be   to
retain  the  Hebrew  terms  wherever
possible   in   transliteration   on   the
English  side,  a practice  favoured  in
American   liturgies.    So   we   might

pray    in    English    to    `AcZo#c}y',    or
reciite   .Avinu    Malkenu,   we   ha,ve
sinned before You'.  Oddly enough,
for  quite  different  reasons,  that  is
the  device  of  some  ultra-orthodox
who use `f7czsAc77? ' -the `Name' -as
a  substitute  for  `ACJo#c7y'.

A third option is to recognize that
the  names  used  for  God  represent
qualities,  particularly  ones  that  we
are to be encouraged to imitate -`as
God  is  merciful,  so  you  should  be

merciful'. Perhaps we need to move
away   from   the   static   imagery   of
titles  and  use  instead  verbal  forms
indicating qualities operating within
the  world  and  within  us.   In  many
ways   the   challenge   of   examining
our   language   may   open   up   new
dimensions    of    experiencing    and
understanding  God  in  our  lives.

Incidentally, there is one thing on
which virtually everyone is agreed -
no-one  wants  to  translate  At;/.#w  as
`our  Parent'!

So  here  is  the  fourth  issue:  Are
we dealing with Politics, Trendiness
or  Religious  Need?

I  hope  I  have  indicated  that  the
questions  of  language   we   are   ex-
ploring go much deeper than  either
the whims of some minority groups
or `trendiness'  or the idiosyncracies
of some  of the  rabbis  in  our move-
ment.     We     readily     acknowledge
situations of inequality in our socie-
ty   with   regard   to   the   status   of
women  and  increasingly  recognize
that  such  inequalities  are  built  into
the   very   language   that   we   use.
Before  we  were  aware  of  this,  we
had no responsibility to confront  it.
Now  that  we  are  aware  of  it  the
issue    must     be     addressed.     The
prayerbook is not the most obvious,
or even  the  first,  area  that requires
changing but  it  is  clearly  an  impor-
tant  One.

To some people the issue appears
to   be   primarily   political   and   not
religious.  It is, of course, difficult to
separate   the   two   within   Judaism
and   the   prayerbook   in   particular
has   always   been   a   political   docu-
ment.   .Lehitpallel',  to   pray`   con-
tains  the  sense  of  `judging  oneself'
and  our  traditional  prayers  define
the   qualities   we   should   seek   for
ourselves  and  for  Israel  as  a  com-
munity.    Some   passages,   like   the
`ma/sfez.#z.m' prayer in the traditional

Am!.d¢A,    were   included   precisely
because  certain  people,  considered
to  be  heretics,  could  not  say  them.
Most  prayerbooks  today  serve  the
`political'    purpose    of    helping    to

define  which  particular  movement
we belong to -and this works across
the   entire   Jewish   spectrum.    But
more   deeply,   a   prayerbook   that
explores  the  theme  of Pcsacfe,  with
its  message   about   liberation  from
slavery, physical and spiritual, must
address real issues of freedom in the
contemporary world and help us set
them in a broader religious perspec-
tive.

Beyond  the  politics,  we  are  pre-

sented today with major theological
issues about the  nature of God and
our perception  of God  in  our lives.
The   Shavuot   End   Simchat   Torah
services    lend    themselves    to    just
such  an  exploratior!  of  our  under-
standing of divine  revelation.

On  a  spiritual  level,  the  S4!kko/
theme   of  reliance   on   God   in   the
wilderness  of  the   world   carries   a
particular  lesson.  The  more  we  be-
come   sensitised   to   the   impact   of
language upon  us  and the  more we
accept that as a community we have
to  take  responsibility  for  our  inner
life,  the  more  we  need  to  ensure
that  the  words  that  we  speak  are
honest and that all who wish can say
them  with  conviction  and  sincerity.
Otherwise what are we doing when
we   recite:   `May  the  words  of  my
mouth   and  the   meditation   of  my
heart be  acceptabl.e  to  You'?

We   are   all    asked   to   give   up
something in accepting the possibil-
ity  of  change  in  what  was  familiar
and sometimes precious to us.  If by
such  changes we  can  make  it possi-
ble for others to feel more at home
in the prayer life of our community,
then  we  will  have  made  a  genuine
sacrifice for the sake of others.  But
if the  impact  of  the  earlier  prayer-
books is anything to go by, then we
gain  most  by  having  the  faith  and
courage  to  address  real  issues  and
by accepting new truths from what-
ever quarter they come.

If  the  battle  of  the  `thee's'  and
`thou's' is anything to go by, we can

take  comfort  from  the fact  that  we
can also become accustomed to and
at home with something new -if we
have   shared   in   some   way   in   its
creation  and if we have given  it the
best  of  our  talent,  dedication  and
lovel

Rabbi Dr. Jonathan Magonet,  co-cdi./o7. /wi.f/7
Rabbi    Lione[    Blue)   of   the    RSGB   prayer
books, is  Principal of the  Leo  Baeck College,
London.

Notes
I.  From     `Who    is    Man?.     in     Wo;.c/``.    (in(/

Womc'rl  by  Cascy  Miller iind  K:`te  Swift -

quoted   by   Dougl.is   R.   Hofsti`dter  JS`c;i.``e'
a"d  S`ocj.cry,   p.151.

2.  Hofstadter  /.b/.c/.
3.  There   is   a   second   problem   about   how

many   of   the   matriarchs   to   mention   -
where    are    Bilhah   and    Zilpah.   Jz`cob's
other  wives?   And   in   what  order  should
Leah   and   Rachcl   be   mentioned?   Since
Jewish  tradition  has  elevated  `Sarah,  Rc-
beccah, Rachel and Leah' to zin archetypal
and  liturgical  status,  for  example,   in  the
blessing over girls on  Srfecrbbcr/ evening,  we
decided to  limit ourselves to the  tradition-
al  list  and  order.
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MORRIE        RICHFIELD
approached  me  slowly.  He
waded   through   the   clear

water of the Arabian Gulf at Dubai
to  where  I  was standing waist  deep
in  the  hot  November  sun  and  said,
`Know  'ow  much  I  took  from  that

Kuwaiti?   Thirteen   grand!'   I   sank
into  the   warm,   calm  sea.   I  didn't
really  want  to  spend  my  precious
four-hour  afternoon  off talking  ab-
out my exhibitors'  orders.  How the
rag trade has changed,  I  thought to
myself   as   I   surfaced   and   looked
back  at the  palm-dotted beach,  the
white  hotel  beyond,  the  occasional
Arab  in  full,  flowing  white  robes -
no, I couldn't really see the camels,
but  they  were  there,   oh   yes  they
were there -on the road back to the
Dubai  International Trade  Centre.

Thirty-two  years  ago,  I  was  de-
sc,rtoed by  The  Jewish  Chronicle  iLs
`Mr.   Wedding  Dress'.   Then  I  be-

came  boss  of a small  but successful
wholesale couture house,  exporting
to places as far apart as Caracas and
Riyadh,  Colorado  City  and  Berlin.
Now  I  am  Senior  Projects  Execu-
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Larry Ross

tive at the Clothing Export Council.
A   varied   career   around   the   rag
trade  and  one  that  I  have  enjoyed.

When   my   grandparents   arrived
from Russia in the  1880s, they went
to    Whitechapel    and    sewed    and
sewed.    After   they   married    they
emigrated  to  Goodge  Street  and  it
was a proud boast in the family that
we were  Wcsf E#czcrs.  That implied
that   we   felt   quite   like   foreigners
when   we   paid   the   penny   on   the
horse bus to  Aldgate  East.

So  what  did  they  do  in  Goodge
Street?  They  started  a  dress  busi-
ness,  of  course,  and  my  grandma,
merciless   matriarch   that   she   was,
chose  an  `English'  name  instead  of
Finberg   and    called   herself   Mrs.
Cohen.   Mrs.    Cohen   was   a   very
successful,   astute,   businesswoman
and had she  been  alive  today could
well    have    been    Prime    Minister,
since  she  was  both  obstinate  and
`always  right'.

My  father  wanted  to  marry  my
mother for seven  long years before
Grandma   relented.   After   all,   his
parents  had  a  cigarette  shop  that
was  open  on  Sfeczbbos.   My  mother
followed  her  parents  into   the   rag
trade,   Grandma   insisting   that   my
father gave up his  real  love,  tinker-
ing  with  radios.  This  would  prob-
ably  have  made  more  money,  but
he  was  a  good  salesman  and  loved
travelling,  so  they  muddled  along,
still   in   the   West   End   of   course,
albeit  on  the  other  side  of  Oxford
Street.

The   war   came   and   they   were
making dresses of blackout curtain-
ing,  counting  the  number  of  but-
tons,      using      studs      instead      of
embroidery  and  conforming  to  the
crazy  rules  and  regulations  of `util-
ity'  and  everyone  over  50  will  re-
member the CC41  labels. Whatever
did it stand for?

My     sister     was     married,     my
brother  a  journalist  and  I  was   17
when  my  father  died  suddenly.   It
was  inevitable  that  I  take  over  the
business.   I   had   left   school   at   15
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anyway,  having  proved  that  I  was
no  academic,  having  been  bombed
out   of  half  a   dozen   schools   and
evacuated twice.  Being stuck staun-
chly   at   the   back   of   Tottenham
Court  Road  all  through  the  Blitz -
my family have  always  been  eccen-
tric,   that's  where  I  get  it  from  -
hardly helped.

In   the   old   days   the   rag   trade
seemed  to  be  dominated  by  Jews
but   now   it's   a   wonderful   mix   of
Jews   and   gentiles,    Muslims    and
Hindus,   Greeks   and   Poles   -   all
British  of course,  one  assumes,  un-
til   it   comes   to   getting   them   into
Dubai   without   visas!   British   sub-
jects   going   to   the   United   Arab
Emirates  need  no  visa  and  are  not
asked   what   their   religion   is.   This
makes  it  quite  okay for Jews  to  go
there,  even  with  outrageously Jew-
ish names.  It also makes it okay for
those  of  us  who  simply  would  not
put  a  lie  about  our  religion  on   a
form  asking  for  it.   I  thought  that
Ronnie Plotkin  was  pushing it a bit
when  he  told  me  that  on  entering
Saudi  Arabia - NOT a  country  on
my  itinerary  -  under  `religion'   he
put  `Reform'!

My greatest  triumph  in  that  area
was  obtaining  a  visa  for  an  Iranian
passport  holder,  the  most  difficult
nationality  in  the  world  from  that
point  of  view.  To  have  said  to  the
Emirates  Embassy in  London  that,
in   fact,   he  was   a  Jewish   refugee
from  Khomeini  may not  have  been
much  help.

Being Jewish and in the rag trade
is    certainly    no    disadvantage    in
Japan,  a  happy  hunting  ground  for
large  numbers  of Jews - and  Scots
complete  with  kilts.  In  my  experi-
ence  of  some  seven  visits  so  far,  I
have never witnessed a hint of anti-
Semitism. How could anti-Semitism
exist  in  a  country  virtually  without
Jews?  I  am  responsible  for  taking
the  largest  group  of  British  manu-
facturers  of  any  industry  to  Japan.
Now   numbering   80   companies   in
Tokyo,  65 in  Osaka and 30 or so  in
Fukoka,  it is the number one prior-
ity all-British event with our embas-
sy  in   Tokyo.   We   gain   about  £15
million worth of export orders each
time  we  go  -  don't  blame  the  rag
trade  for  the  balance  of  payments
deficit.  I  have  seen  the  size  of  the
project double in four years.  I have
entertained  2,000  serious  buyers  in
two  days  in  a whirlwind  of exciting
events,  culminating  in  a  reception
for    350    people    hosted    by    our
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Ambassador.
The excitement of my present job

makes me wonder how I could ever
have borne  `private orders',  that is,
making  one  dress   for  one   person
over   a   period   of   several   weeks.
Most   of  my   clientele   were   either
Jews or members of the aristocracy.
I   felt   far   more   at   ease   with   my
Jewish  customers  whose  motives  in
spending  large  sums  of  money  on
one  dress  different  from  any  other
woman's   dress  were   precisely  the
same  as  those  of Lady  This  or  the
Countess   of  That  -  vanity,   more
vanity  and  futher vanity.

It was  when  I  realised  that  I  had
little  or  no  respect  for  any  of them
that  I  thought  it  was  time  to  quit.
How could clothes be so much more
important than anything else in life,
except   perhaps   the   twice   weekly
visit  to  the  hairdresser,  the  annual
visit  to  the  furrier  and  the  special
occasion  session  with  the  milliner?
Well    maybe    not   qwz.fc   the    most
important,  because  that  had  to  be
the  Caterers - capital  C intentional
and   where   to   hold   the   function,
wfecz/  to  eat  at  it,   wfez.cfe  flowers  to
decorate the tables,  wfecz/ colour the
menu would be  (to  match  the  satin
kuppels  Of course  .  .  .)

My  mother  worked  with  me  in
this  business  until  she  died  at  the
age of 81.  She was a favourite of all
my customers in  the  `private  order'
days and when  she fell  seriously ill,
it  did not  surprise  me that  so  many
of  them  enquired  about  her.  One
Friday  night,  desperately  tired  and
depressed,  having visited mother in
hospital on the way home, I arrived
to   the   pea.ce   o£   Erev   Shabbat  -
Wendy   had   waited   to   light   the
candles until I got home, two of the
boys had waited up.  The  telephone
ringing was an  intrusion but when I
heard the voice of Mrs.  Greenberg,
who had been  in that afternoon for
a    fitting    for    the    dress    for    her
daughter's  wedding,  it  did  not  sur-
prise me.  She had been particularly
fond of mother and knew that I was
planning to  visit  on  my way  home.

Her  opening  words  also  did  not
surprise  me.   `I'm  sorry  to  disturb
you   on   a  Friday  night   but   I  just
would  not  be  able  to  sleep  .  .  .'  Of
course,  how  kind.   I  forced  myself
not  to  sound  as  I  felt  and  listened
receptively.   `I'm  so  worried  about
the  back  seem  on   my  dress,   you
know  how  it  was  puckering  -  '.  I
don't  often  lost  my  cool  but  I  did
that    night.    And    next    morning,

Sfeczbbczf  or  not,   I   drove   down   to
town,  picked  up  her  dress,  full  of
pins   as   it   was   from   the   Friday
fitting,  stuffed  it  into  a  plastic  bag
and  dumped  it  on  her  doorstep  in
Hampstead   Garden   Suburb.   That
was really the moment that I knew I
had to  make  a change.

It  was  surprising  -  no  it  wasn't
really,  on  reflection  and  most  cer-
tainly   a   relief  -   to   find   when   I
entered   the   world   of   Progressive
Judaism,   having   `converted'   from
so-called-Orthodox,    that    I    came
across   very   few    past    clients.    A
whole   new   world   opened   up   of
people   for  whom   clothes  were   of
secondary importance. It is odd that
I was surprised because, of course, I
could #ct;cr have married one of my
customer-types.     Instead     I     went
home each day to the sanity of M & S
tops  and  skirts  and  lots  and  lots  of
really  interesting  things  to  talk  ab-
out  and  real  priorities  being  taught
to our four sons whose scruffy jeans
to   this   day   are   a   source   both   of
irritation   and   pride   that   `dressing
up'   is  not  even   a   low  priority  on
their  menus  for  lifestyle.

But   one   still   needs   to   earn   a
living.   I  was  exceedingly  lucky,  at
the age of 49 and three-quarters, to
have  the  opportunity  of embarking
on   a   new  career,   one   in   which   I
work    harder    than    ever    before,
which   is   more   exciting   and   gives
more job-satisfaction  than  anything
I have done.  It is one in which I am
able to travel -a passion I inherited
from my poor father who never left
this beloved island -to places that I
never expected to see in  my wildest
dreams.  Also,  and more important-
ly,  my present  `customers'  are  peo-
plc  for  whom  I  have  a  very  great
deal  of respect.

Whether  it's  the  Patel  Brothers
going to the New York Pret, or the
Goldbergs   risking   Milano   Vende-
moda, or the Christous going on the
Hong   Kong/Taipei   Mission,   they
are  all  busy  business  people  who,
both  for  their  own  profit  and  also
for  the  good  of  this  country,   are
venturing  into  the  unknown  to  sell
their goods.  They  are  like  the  mer-
chant   princes   of  old.   And   I   feel
privileged  to  speed  them  on   their
tough  and profitable  flight path.

L8Irry I+oss  lives  in  Finch[ey  an(1  is  a  inember
of Finchley  Reforln Synagogiie'.  He ha.s been,
a[    varioiis    times.    Edi[ol.    of   Inform    ancl
Chairman  of  the  RSGB  Congrega[ional  De-
velopment    Commi{iee.    Tl.e>    I.esl    roll    now.
kno,j.
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MA'#NA
Theologvysw¢¢lunenl

THE  CONCEPT OF

A SuFFERING GOD IN TLIE
JEWISH TRADITION

AND  ITS  RELATloNSHIP T0  CHRISTIAN  TEACHING

Albert  H.  Friedlander

WE LIVE IN A WORLD OF
fanaticism  where  Ayatollas
put  out  death  contracts  on

critics  of  their  religion  and  where
religious leaders iissert their person-
al   beliefs   through   military   inter-
ventions.  In  a  recent  speech  to  the
Union of Americzm Orthodox Rab-
bis,  Lord  Jak()b()vits  drew  the  dis-
tinction   between   those   who   have
duthority and those who have influ-
ence.   He   noted   that   he   had   no
cfzfffa();.I./)j   to    impose   his   doctrines
2ind  teachings  upon  anyone,  but  he
had   f.#/rffc;zt`c.    People   listened   to
him   and  took  his  advice.   By  con-
trast,   I`sraeli   rabbis  had  authority.
They  are  part  of  the  government,
and the poliL`e and i`rmy can enforce
what  they  deem  proper  in  religion
and  culture.  But  they  do  not  have
influence -whi`t Israeli would listen
to  his  rabbi?

It  is  necessary  to  raise  this  point
when    one   discusses   theology.    If
there really were uniform teachings
which   have   remained   unchanged
over  the  millennia,  and  if  the  cus-
toms  and  patterns  of  daily  Jewish
life  had  remained  unchanged,  one
would   have   such   a   consen`sus   of
thought   and   action   within   world
Jewry  that  nothing  would  have  to
be imposed or even  `suggested from
on  high.  We would all be doing the
same  thing.

But  we  do  not  even  I/I/.Hk  alike,

particularly  in  reg€ird  to  questions
about  God.   Historical   scholarship
has  established  for  us  that  beliefs
about  the  nature   of  God   and  of
humanity  have  changed  drastically
in   the   course   of  time,   that   they
developed   and   changed   in   every
century of Jewish life.  One need not
go   along  with   the   somewhat   old-
fashioned  thinking  of  earlier  Bible
critics  who  assumed  that  what  was
later   was    always    better,    always
more refined.  As Yechezkiel  Kauf-
mann  has  shown,  the  belief  in  the
One  God,  the  teachings  of  ethical
monotheism,  czlme  at  a  very  early
stage  of Jewish  development.  But,
as Jews respond to their religion out
of the exigencies of their situations.
different aspects of faith come to be
emphasized.

Leo   Baeck   has   taught   us   the
difference  and  the  relation`ship  be-
tween   .essence`   and   `existence'   in
Jewish life. There are the teachings,
divinely  inspired,  clear  calls  to  ac-
tion  and to clarity of thought. They
have  influenced  the  Jewish  people
throughout  time,  hflve  moulded  us
to  become  a  very  special  people  of
testimony.   But   there   is   also   our
actual   existence,   our   experiences
and  our  sorrows,  our  joy  and  our

anguish.  As the essence shaped our
exi`stence,   so   our   exi`stence   trans-
formed   the   essence,    added   new
dimensions   to   it.   The   revelations
concerning     God     and     humanity
came  in  every  age  and  at  any  time.
And   often,   as   `turn   and  turn   the
Torah',  we gained  insights  in  which
past     and     present     were    joined
together.  The  Bible  and  the people
of Israel  are  fJ(J//i  revelation.

The   struggle   between   text   and
experience,     between     stri`ightfor-
ward   teziching   and   the   `scandi`l   of
hum€in  experience`  cannot  be  fully
resolved.   It   is   the   difference   be-
tween   Mishnah   'zmd   Mi(Ira.sh,  be-
tween Ha!achah 'a.T\d Aggiidiih.  And
it becomes most evident to us when
we look at basic teachings €lbout the
nature  of  God  2md  relate  the  con-
cept of suffering to  the  Divine.

Suffering.   after   all`   is   a   human
quality   -   and    an    experience!    It
indicates  human  imperfection.  and
much  of the  Bible  viewed  `suffcring
as  the  pi.oper  punishment   for  hu-
man  sin. Job suffers?  He must have
sinned!  The  pe()plc  of Israel  suffer
in  G#/I/f.  in  exile?  The  fact  is  that
`we   are   driven    out   /72/./)/I(',t'   a/i¢f-

fac)/;iit  -  for  our  `sins!.  How,  then,
can  one  ascribe  this  human  failing
of suffering  to  the  omnipotent  and
omniscient  God?

Doctrine.  iinxi()us  to  pr()teL`t  the



essence   of  the   One   and   Unique
God,   rejects   anthropomorphisms.
But human  experience,  encounter-
ing God in the turmoil of daily life,
celebrates an encounter with God's
love   and   compassion.   These   are
human qualities, even though theo-
logy  will  transform  them  into  Di-
vine atrributes which are only pale-
ly  reflected  in  the  human  qualities
and abilities to love and care. Yet it
is  the  human  experience  which  in-
forms  us  that  we  cannot  love  and
care without suffering in turn. How
can we view the pain of one we love
and not feel pain in return? If God
loves us and sees our pain, must He
not also suffer? And if God is more
than  the  Aristotelian  First  Cause
and Prime Mover of the universe, if`
God cares, the sufferings of human-
ity, of his children, must of necessi-
ty  bring  us  to  the  conclusion  that
God   also   suffers.   Even   a   judge
pronouncing  a  harsh  sentence  on
the  transgressor  would  not  rejoice
in  the  actual  suffering.  And  I.s  hu-
man  suffering  the  punishment  for
sin?

Again,  our tradition differs here.
Even today, some would continue to
claim that the sufferings of the Jews
in the Holocaust were punishments
for  assimilation,  for  Reform  or for
non-conformity, for speaking out or
for  keeping  silent.  Yet  already  the
rcz/777ztd enjoins those who  visit the
afflicted  to  refrain  from  suggesting
that  their  sufferings  are  the  results
of   their   sins   (B¢Z)cr   McZzz.a   58b).
And it is in the  Tcz/mz/cZ that we find
a  clear  statement  of  the  Suffering
God,  even  when  it  takes  all  of  its
prooftexts from the Bible -particu-
larly   then!   The   Adz.czrczsfe   pictures
God as participating in the captivity
and the suffering of Israel in Egypt
(Exodus  Rabbah  TI..5).  God's  suf-
fering here is seen as without limita-
tion,   not   to   be   pictured   by   the
human mind.  At this point,  we can
already  begin  to  see  how  the  con-
flict    of    human     qualities    being
assigned   to   God   are   resolvable.
Suffering  is  a  dimension   of  exist-
ence which, in God, can become an
ultimate   dimension.    The   infinite
attributes   of   God   can   therefore
include this, without weakening the
nature and the reality of the Divine.

Nevertheless,  we  became  aware
of   God's   suffering   at   the   point
where God showed compassion up-
on   the  suffering   of  Israel.   Jsoz.aft
63:9 is cited here:  `He became their
deliverer  in   all   their  troubles./  It

was  no  envoy,  no  angel;  but  He
himself  Who  delivered  them;/  He
Himself ransomed them by his love
and pity/ lifted them up and carried
them .  .  .' And, in Bcr¢cfeof 29cz, we
find the following:

Rabbi   Yose   entered   into   the
ruins of the Temple and when he
did so his soul in the midst of his
suffering  and  pain  heard  a  bczf
ko/,   a  heavenly  voice,  cry  out:
`Woe is Me for I have destroyed

My  house,  burned  My  Temple,
and exiled My children!'
In  the .same  way,  the  A4z.dj.czsfe  to

the Book of Lamentations pictures
God wee;ping (Midrash  Rabbah to
Lamentations  1:16,  paragraphs  45-
51)   and  the   T¢/J77Lfcz  then  puts  its
concept  of  the  Suffering  God  into
poetic  declaration:  `When  God  re-
members His children who dwell in
misery   among  the  nations  of  the
world,  He  causes  two  tears  to  fall
into   the   ocean   and   the   sound  is
heard from one end of the world to
the other'  (Ber¢cfeof 29¢).  And this
image   of   the   weeping,   suffering
God   is   expanded   greatly   in   the
Mz.czr¢sfo.   To  some  extent  it  is  re-
lated   to   the   Sfeecfez.#czfe,    that   In-
dwelling  Presence   of  God  in  the
world  -  discussed  below  -  which
goes   into   Exile   with   His   people
Israel  .  .

The  doctrine  of  feesfcr  p¢#z.777  -
God  hiding  His  face  -  comes  to
have a new and startling interpreta-
tion   at  this   point.   It  is   not   God
separating  Himself  from  His  peo-
ple, not God showing His  anger or
disappointment,  but  simply  `God's
anguish is so great that He wishes to
weep in seclusion' (Arthur Lelyveld
citing Eliezer Berkovits' Fczz.ffe 4#er
the  Holocaust,  pp.94f£.  in  Oxford
Symposium Lecture `The Theologi-
cal Problem  of Evil  and the  Holo-
caust'   1988).   Yet  the  clearest  ex-
position of the Suffering God comes
after the Second  Cfewrb¢7g,  the des-
truction  of the  Second  Temple,  in
the   Pctichta   Midrash   Rabbah  to
Lamentations  24.   The  full   text  is
needed to bring us into the rabbinic
thinking of that time.

GOD'S     MOURNING     FOR
THE SANCTUARY

On that day, God calls for weep-
ing  .  .   .

In  that  hour,  when  the  Holy
One,  praised  be  He,  wished  to
let  the  Sanctuary  be  destroyed,
He  said:   As  long  as  I  remain
within it, the nations of the world
cannot  touch  it.  But  I  will  take

My  eye  away from  it  and  swear
that  I  will  not  come  close  to  it
again until the Final Time;  thus,
the  enemies  can  come  and  des-
troy it.  Thus  did  the Holy  One,
praised be He, swear by His right
hand and moved it away. That is
what   Lamentations   tells   in   its
text  (L¢m.  2:3)  `He  has  drawn
back His right hand from before
the enemy .  .  .' In the same hour
the enemies stormed the Temple
and   burned   it.    When   it   was
burnt, God said: Now, I have no
resting place any more on earth;
I  will  now  take  away  My  Pre-
sence from  it  and  ascend  to  My
first Residence.  And that is what
is written in the text (fJas.  5:15):
`1 will go and return to My place,

till  they  acknowledge  their  off-
ence,  and seek My face  .  .  .'

In  that  hour  the  Holy  One,
praised  be  He,  wept  and  said:
Woe  is  me,  what  have  I  done?
For  the  sake  of  Israel  I  let  My
Presence dwell there, below, and
now that they have become sinful
I have returned to My first place.
Oh,   that  I  may  riot  become  a
source of laughter for the heath-
ens,  as a joke to humans!

In  that  same  hour  Metatron
(an   angel)   came   to   Him,   fell
upon  his  face,  and  said:  Master
of  the  Universe,  let  mc  weep!
YOU may not weep!  He said to
him: If you do not let Me weep, I
will enter into a place which you
are not free to  enter,  and  I  will
weep there.  As it is written  (Jcr.
13:17):  `If you  do  not  hear  this,
My  soul  will  weep  in   a  secret
place  .  .  .'

The Holy One, prai`sed be He,
said to His serving angels: Come;
we will go,  I and you,  to look at
My house,  to  see what the  ene-
mies have done to it. He went .  .
.  with Jeremiah in front  .  .  .  saw
it .  .  .  and said: Yes, that was My
house, that My resting place; and
now the enemies have done to it
according to their will!

In  that  hour  the  Holy  One,
praised  be  He,  wept  and  said:
Woe for My house. My children,
where    are    you?    My    priests,
where are you? Those who loved
Me, where are you? What could
I have done with you?  I warned
you,  but  you  did  not  turn  and
repent.

The Holy One, praised be He,
said  to  Jeremiah:  Today,  I  am
like one who had an only son and



prepared  the  bridal  canopy  for
him  -  but   he   died   under  the
bridal   canopy!   Don't   you   feel
sorrow for Me and My children?
Go!  Call Abraham, Isaac, Jacob
and Moses  out  of their graves -
they know how to weep!

(These  .  .  .  came to the.burnt
sanctuary  .  .  .  and wept  .  .  .)

When  the  Holy  One,  praised
be He, saw them (and that is the
meaning     of     the     text     Js¢z.czfe
22:12:   `And on that day did the
God of hosts call to weeping, and
to   mourning,   and  to  baldness,
and to girding with sackcloth . . .'
and  were  it  not  written  in  the
sacred text, it would be impossi-
ble to say this aloud!)  they .wept,
and  went  from  one  gate  to  the
next,  as  a  human  being  whose
dead lies in front of him. And the
Holy    One,    praised    be    He,
mourned  and  said:  Woe  to  the
king  who  was  fortunate  in  his
youth  and  found  misfortune  in
his old  age!
The weeping God and the God of

silent  mourning  are  images  which
have to be set into the context of a
firm  monotheistic  tradition  which
fights   against   the   personification
and metaphors which are the para-
llel language to the rigid text. Rabbi
Jose   said:    `The   Sfecchz.ri¢fe   never
came down to the world below .  .  .
and Moses never ascended on high'
(S#kkczfe   5¢).    But,    once   that   is
stated  and  acknowledged,  the  fact
remains  that  the  personal  life   of
faith cannot be lived without imag-
ery and metaphors. The intention is
not to draw God into flawed human
life,  but  to  enlarge the  boundaries
of   human   existence   so   that   the
Divine can be approached. If it was
impossible for Jews in the course of
time to see more than the One and
Unique God, it also became impos-
sible to be satisfied with the God of
the philosophers Who kept his  dis-
tance.  In  times  of  darkness  -  far
more frequent than the days ot. light,
there was the need to know that God
cared. And if He cared, was He not
suffering alongside Israel?

The concept ot. the b`4cchz.#¢fe was
that  of  the  indwelling  Immanence
of God. From the earliest texts on,
it was associated with a light, with a
shining.  In that context,  it came to
be seen as an aspect of the Temple,
as  the  light  inside  it.  And,  as  the
interpretation  of the  Lamentations
text makes clear,  God had to with-
draw  from  that  holy  Sanctuary  to

make  it  possible  for  the  enemy  to
enter.   But  then,   as   the  tradition
notes elsewhere,  the Sfeechz.#¢fo,  no
longer in the Temple,  found  a new
home for itself, the people of Israel
itself.  No  matter  how  much  it  was
with humanity itself, it was closer to
Israel.  And  Jewish  theology  builds
upon this.

Here, too, in the course of time,
the     feminine     aspects     gain     in
strength.  Just  as  Rachel  weeps  for
her   children,   so   God   weeps   for
Israel. Her voice is raised in lamen-
tations,   and   comfort  comes  from
the   mother.   It   is   legitimate   for
feminist   theology   to   build   upon
these  texts,   to   become   aware   of
those  warm,   compassionate   qual-
ities  which  reach  to  the  people  in
their  time  of  sorrow.  God  suffers
with   Israel.   That   much   is   clear.
What  is  not  always  recognized  is
that  those  qualities  of  the  Divine
which  are  most  clearly  associated
with human strength are seen as the
feminine   aspects   of   God   in   the
Kczbbcz/aft.    Even    when    medievial
Jewish    philosophers,    zealous    to
protect   monotheism,   divorce   the
Sfeechz.„crfe from God, the themes of
the  Mz.drczsfe  continue  to  dominate
the presentation. Judah Halevi, for
example,  sees  the  pathway  of  the
Sfeecfez.#4rfe  moving  from  the  Taber-
nacle to the Temple, ceasing to be a
visible  manifestation  after  the  des-
truction   of  the   Temple.   He   still
notes  the  invisible  presence  of the
Sfeechz.#a7z    within    the    people    of
Israel - a theme picked up later by
Martin Buber, but much more util-
ized within Franz Rosenzweig's Sf¢7.
o/' Reczcmpfz.a;7,    the   great   philo-
sophic declaration of Jewish faith in
the 20th century.

Buber's dialogue with God builds
upon  his  belief  that  Gcz/wf  has  not
removed the people from  God but
rather brings them  into  a closeness
where   this   `exile'   is   suffused   by
God's  presence,  even  though,  for
Buber,   God   turned   away   at   the
time  of the Holocaust  and  hid His
face.   And  in  Franz  Rosenzweig's
Star  of  Redemption  (19S2, ed., pp.
192-4,  quoted  from  E#c);c/apczeczz.cz
/#d¢z.c¢  14,  column  1354)  we  find
this  central.  As  summarized  in  the
EJ:

`The  descent  of  the  Shekhinah

upon    man    and    its    dwelling
among    men    is    co.nceived    by
Rosenzweig     as     a    separation
which   occurs  in   God   Himself.
God  descends  and  suffers  with

His people, wandering with them
in  Exile.  At  the  end,  it  is  God
who  suffers  the  most,  and  the
remnant of Israel wh.o bears His
sorrow.     Most     important     to
Rosenzweig   is    .    .    .   that   the
purpose of the mitzvot is to unify
God and His Shekhinah'.

Here,  then, we would see a con-
tinuation of the post-Biblical theme
of the  Sfeecfez.7zczfe  and  the  Suffering
God,  co-jointed  with  the  Cfeczsz.dz.c
teachings   of   Zz.mzLfm,   of   Divine
withdrawal, of the shells and sparks
of the Divine.  Yet it is more Bibli-
cal    than    that   -   and    still    pre-
Holocaust thinking.  It must also be
associated  with  what  some  Christ-
ian  -  and  now  Jewish  -  thinkers
identify as `Liberation Theology' , in
which  God  journeys  alongside  the
people  at the Exodus,  suffers their
experiences  which  are  not  simply
subsumed under the notion of pain
and torture, but accepted as part of
a process of growth.  God joins His
people  as  a  participant  and  not  as
an    observer.    The    Exodus    God
accompanies the Exodus people out
of Egypt towards freedom,  and the
God  of  the  Gcz/z4f  moves  with  the
Gcz/I/I  people  into  suffering  which
can   be   a   redemptive   experience.
His   light   is   with   them,    as   was
already   proclaimed   by   Deutero-
Isaiah:  God is present in the  Ga!JL(f,
after the departure from the land of
their fathers, and He will be present
when  they  return  to  the  land  of
their  fathers.   The  Sfeccfez.#czfe,  that
`1ight',   that   shining,   had   already

been  described  by  Ezekiel  as  the
czorcz,  the  kcrvod,   the  glory  of  the
Lord which departed from the Tem-
ple and went towards the East (Ez.
12,22ff). As we saw in the Mz.dr¢sfe,
all   this   is   said   there   with   much
greater  precision.  It  was  not  when
priests  left  the  Temple,  not  when
the  standing  committees  departed,
but  it  was  when  the  children  left
that  the  glory  of  God,  the  Sfeecfez.-
#czfe,  went  along  with  them   (Adz.d-
rash Echah Rabbati,1..32..

All  this  unites  Jews  and  C`hrist-
ians.  The  Suffering  God  is  not  an
answer  to  the  question  of  human
suffering  but  the  concept  does  en-
able   us   to   see   human   suffering
within   a   larger   framework.   The
Suffering God also brings us closer
to  the  rest  of  humanity,  to  South
Africa and to the Far East,  as well
as   to   our   immediate   neighbour.
Where  technology  responds to  hu-
man  suffering  with  `acceptance  re-



search'   -   used   to   establish   how
much encumbrance and disturbance
of life the imperium can impose in a
particular    region    (cf.    D.    Soelle`God's Pain and our Pain' in Oxford

Holocaust  Symposium,  Rc/77c/7?bfr-
ing   f()r   tl.e   Fllttll.c'`   vol.   3`   pA51`
1988,   Pergamon   Press)   -   RELI-
GION  AT  LEAST  STILL  ASKS
THE  QUESTION  OF  THEODI-
CY -even if God is invited to sit on
the  magistrate`s  bench  of  His  own
case.  Which  defence  will  He  offer?
His own suffering is no explanation.
If He is still the omnipotent  and  all
wise  God`  the  jury  would  `see  Him
as  either masochistically inclined  or
evil.  Indeed,  one  U.S.  theologian.
W.  R.  Jories,  entitled  his  study  of
theodicy  `Is  God  a  White  Racist?'

If  the  answer  is  withdrawal,  the
turning  of  the  face,   fec`7fcr  p¢#z.777,
unintelligibility,   it   may  be   argued
that  for  most  this  makes  a  religion
irrelevant.   Simple   and  pious  faith
surrounds the vz.cfz.in with glory, but
what  of the  onlooker?  The  limited
God concept of the John Stuart Mill
days has been refurbished and is not
absent  in  the  texts  of  Hans  Jonas,
Elie Wiesel  and, in a more popular
way,  in  Harold  Kushner.  But  it  is
not   the   central   position,   even   in
these writers,  who move from  God
to  God,  from  doubt  to  faith,  from
the  accusations  of  theodicy  to  the
defences of theodicy.  Behind them,
and  that  is  true  for  Christianity  as
much  as for Judaism,  is  the  aware-
ness   that  the   Suffering   God  who
goes  with  us  into  the  valley  of the
shadow of death gives us the oppor-
tunity to  rethink  our relationship.

`How   does   Godts   pain   become

our pain?'  asks  Dorothee  Soelle on
behalf   of   Chri`stianity.    We    have
discu`ssed   it   together   on    various
occasions.  On  the  night  of  the  8th
November  1988,  the  50th  anniver-
sa.ry Of K;istallnacht, in her town of
Hamburg,   I  spoke  in   her  church
and    thought    of    her    questions.
Dorothee  espouses  that  aspect  of
the   Divine   which   can   be   found
within   the   concept  of  the   Sfecc/tz.-
#ofe,  and she writes:

`God  cannot  comfort  iis  if  She

were not bound  to  us in  pain,  if
She  did  not  have  this  wonderful
and exceptional ability to feel the
pain of another in Her own body,
suffering with us, exi`sting with us
.  .  .  this theology of pain  derives
from    the    Christian    tradition'.
(op.cit,  p.454).

Professor  Soelle  says,  and  I  can

go along with this. that the Praesen-
tia Dei is never simply an observing

presence,  but  always  the  pain  and
the joy  of  God.  She  finds  it in  the
Je`sus tradition, whi'le I discover this
in  the  Jewish  texts  upon  which  the
Christian  tradition  establishes  itself
without   `disinheritance   claims.    at
this point.  She notes different types
of pain,  in  line with Paul's  'worldly
grief'  vs.  `godly grief'  (2  Ct7/..  7: 1()).
The one produces  death,  the  other
change.  And I would wish for more
godly  grief,  for  the  empathy  which
makes it impossible for us to pass by
the  sufferer  without  stopping,   re-
minding ourselves that the  Messiah
`sits  as  a  beggar  in  the  gate  of  the
city and waits for someone to  care.

Now,  I  find  it  difficult  to  follow
her when  she  wanders  through  the
Fourth   Go`spel.   But  I   understand
the  shared  concept  of  the  pain  in
the  heart  of  God  when   she  `says:
`Jesus  calls  us  to  the  ..participation

in  the  powerlessness  of God  in  the
world"  -  that  is  the  legacy  of  the
theologian    and    martyr    Dietrich
Bonhoeffer'  (f.b!.d.,  p.  462).

It  i.s  a  shared  legacy,  and  I  hiive
little  patience  with  friends  of  mine
who  concentrate  their  energies  on
earlier   texts    of   Bonhoeffer    and
triumphantly emerge with flaws and
errors.   Even  the  executioner  who
leapt   into    the   flames   with    Ben
Teradion  won  salvation  in  a  single
moment,  as  the  b#f k(?/ proclflimed
and iis Judah HzlNasi expounded it.
Resistance against evil,  comfort  for
the  suffering.  and  awareness  of the
shared work  with  God can  rise  out
of the concept of the God of Suffer-
ing Who  is  with  the  victim  and  riot
with  the  oppressor.  All  this  brings
Chri`stians  and  Jews  closer  to  each
other.  If wc forget that God suffers
- who would remember it?

And yet,  at the very end,  I  must
share  a  final,  perhaps  fatal  hesita-
tion   as   I   reach   out   towards   the
Christian  community.   Once  more,
it  is  Krf.L9f#//#cfcfrz.  I  am  standing  by
the  embers  of my burnt  synagogue
in Berlin, having emerged too early
from  my  hiding  place.   There  was
much   light   in   that   building   as   it
burned,  dreadful  light.   Fifty  years
later,  I  can  see  thzit  light  from  the
vantage point  of my  life  as  a  rabbi,
as  a student.  It was  the  light  which
left the Tabernacle,  the  light  which
Ezekiel   saw,   the  kavt7d  fe¢   Sfec;77.
which departed with the CfeLirbcr" of
the First Temple, towards the East.
The  light  which  left  with  the  chil-

dren    when    the    Sec()nd    Temple
burned.  I wits  a child in  Berlin;  and
the  light  went  into  exile  with  me.
But   during   those   days,   I   s2iw   no
light in the churches of Berlin. They
were  dark   and  cold.   I   would   not
have wanted them  to  burn,  then  or
now.   But   something   should   h€ive
`shone   out   through   the   windows,
from  the  pulpit:   prophetic  voices`
prophetic   words,   blazing   indigna-
tion.  Why  did  it  not  happen?

Sometimes     I     think     that     the
teaching   of  the   Suffering   God   in
Christianity    ;stopped    short    -    or
rushed  through  history  too  quickly
and   fulfilled   itself.   Golgotha   was
NOT Auschwitz.  `HE IS RISEN' is
a cry of glory  and of fulfillment,  of
redemption.   But  the  world  is  still
unredeemed, and a million children
died  in  the camps.  I would  not rob
the  Christian  of  the  metaphors  of
faith.   For  them   Christ   rose,   and
Golgotha  is  glory.   Let  them  keep
that  vision,  and succour those  who
stiffer    wherever    God's    suffering
shows itself in  the world.

For  me,  Jesus  and  many  others
died under the Roman persecutions
and   throughout   the   pogroms   of
other   ages.   One   resurrection   or
many  cannot  take  the  pain  of  hu-
man and Divine suffering away, and
make of that suffering an irrelevant
vestibule  one  passes  on  the way  to
heaven.  Perhaps  Christians have to
see the suffering through the  Cro`ss
and must be reassured by the proc-
lamation  that  the  grave  was  empty
on that wondrous day.  What of the
other graves?  They  are  not  empty,
and the  me`ssianic time is  far away.

Meanwhile`   the   Divine   counte-
nance is etched with the suffering of
all humanity, and it has become our
task  to  stroke  those  lines  gently  so
that   the   face   of   God   after   Au-
schwitz    may    become    soft     and
smooth   once   more,   perhaps   with
some laugh lines where there is now
a  grimace  of pain.  That  lies  in  the
future.  For now, there is no way to
rejoice  when  God  suffers  in  all  of
us. All we can say is that we feel the
comfort of knowing that we are not
alonel
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IS ANYONE DOWN THERE LISTENING?

AN   ATTEMPT   TO   MIX

LZ:::fewT]jht:,ms:r8ahsjTf,i:3b:a:ef
Stockholm,  Sweden,  told  me  that
the   opposites   listed   in   the   third
chapter of Ecc/esz.¢sJes -  `a  time  to
be born and a time to die; a time to
plant  and  a  time  to  uproot'  .   .   .
leave no room for alternatives.  But
there  is  one  exception:  `a  time  for
silence   and   a   time   for   speaking'.
The alternative, or the compromise
for that is -preaching. The sermon,
he  concluded  in  a  self-deprecating
manner  so  characteristic  of  disillu-
sioned clergy,  is neither speech nor
silence but, presumably, incoherent
noise,  meaningless  religio-babble.

Many  congregants  would  agree.
Often  they  would  much  rather  be
left  wondering  why  their  rabbi  did
not  speak  instead  of  being  baffled
after   he   did.   And   they   have   no
inhibitions   about   expressing   their
views.  If someone  tells a  rabbi that
he,  or  she,  actually  stayed  awake
during the sermon, it is intended as
a compliment.

Sometimes  the  criticism  is  even
more  explicit.  I  have  asked  people
how   they   would   feel   if  someone
offered  them  the  unsolicited  testi-
monial  that  they  were  bad  at  their
job   and   boring.   They   invariably
responded that they would be deep-
ly  hurt.  Yet  they  were  also  totally
surprised   that   a   rabbi   should   be
afflicted  by  similar  emotions.  They
had   assumed   that   standing   in   a
pulpit must be such a privilege that
the  abuse received was  an insignifi-
cant price to pay. Most Jews believe
that  the  rabbi  gz/cz  public  figure  is
fair game.

That   may   be   one   reason   why
sermons are so often  attacked.  Lis-
teners   are   envious   of   preachers.
They resent the perceived power of
the pulpit,  especially  since they see
themselves   as   part   of   a   `captive'
audience.  Therefore, they lash out.

Not  all  do  it  as  openly  as  indi-
cated   above.   Many   choose   more
subtle   methods.   The   sermon   was
sincere  and,  of course,  the  rabbi  is

I:
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free to say what he, or she, wants -
but this was not appropriate for the
occasion.  Or  it  was  too  learned  so
that ffeey -always the others -could
not  understand  it.   Or  it  was   too
simplistic, or too long, or too short.
The  definition  of a  rabbi  as  `invisi-
ble six days of the week and incom-
prehensible   on   the   seventh'   has
permeated our consciousness.

It has also intimidated rabbis.  As
a  result,  many  are  afraid  to  preach
and  believe  that  inventing  alterna-
tives  is  indicative  of their  ability  to
be  modern  communicators.   When
they feel  that  they  have  to  preach,
at High Holydays for example, they
tend to say the obvious  in  order to
elicit  approval  -  and,   by  implica-
tion,    substantiate   the    charge    of
being boring.  By enabling members
of the  congregation,  and  especially
its  leaders,  to  hear what  they want
to  hear,  co-existence  becomes  pos-
sible. I doubt whether any rabbi has
ever  had  a  contract  terminated  for
being boring.

Envy  is,  of  course,  not  the  only
reason   why   sermons   are,   on   the
whole,  so  badly  received.  A  more
serious  cause  is  the  chasm  between
the  nature  of the  message  and  the
state  of  most  contemporary  Jews.
They  are  often  alienated  from  the
tenets  of  Judaism   and,   therefore,
find   most   statements   about   their
religious    heritage    incomprehensi-
ble,  if  not  offensive.  Preacher  and
congregation  literally  do  not  speak
the  same  language,  although  they
use  the  same  words.   Since  people
don't like to  admit their inability to
grasp   the   content,   they   tend   to
blame  the  preacher for  his,  or her,
style.     Envy     of    the     power    of
preaching  is  thus  fused  with  hostil-
ity to the message of the preacher.

That hostility has its roots in civil
religion,  the  prevalent  faith  of  our
time.   Jonathan   Woocher's   penet-
rating   description   and   analysis   of

---                ___I

American  civil Judaism sheds some
light on our subject.  Describing the
difference  between  traditional  reli-
gion   and   civil   religion,   Woocher
remarks  that  `civil   religion's  focus
and  locus is in  the civilized political
institutions  of  the  community,  not
in     the     conventionally     religious
realm'.    As   a   result,    `the    prime
bearers of civil religion are thus not
.  .   .  clergy  or  religious  institutions,

::: ;ho:iti::,tj;::i°enrs,P:  P°ljty  itself
One manifestation of the hostility

to  the  preacher  is  the  perception
that   what   is   being   said   from   the
pulpit is irrelevant to contemporary
Jewish  life.  If preachers want to be
relevant, they are expected to deliv-
er political  sermons.  The  most  suc-
cessful  of  these  are  those  that  re-
peat  that  which  congregants  have
already read in quality newspapers.
What  Torflfe  is  to  the  Jewish  faith,
the  press  is  to  Jewish  civil  religion.

A  second  feature  of  the  differ-
ence  between  traditional  and  civil
religion,  according  to  Woocher,  is
that the former reaches to embrace
the totality of human  existence and
of life's concerns whereas the  latter
`seeks  to  embrace  only  that part  t)f

life  which  is  public'.  As  a  result.  .it
can integrate individuals and groups
with   diverse   personal   beliefs   and
tolerate the  existence of alternative
meaning systems'2.

This  may  explain  why  the  same
people   who   complain   about   the
rabbi's  boring  sermons  also  plead
with  him,  or  her,  in  most  compli-
mentary  terms  to  name  their  child
or  to  officiate  at  a  family  wedding
or    a    Bczrmz./zt/czfe.     For    it    is    the

public,      theological,      pronounce-
ments   that   so   many  Jews   cannot
stomach.  They  love  and  want  the
personal      ministrations,      because
they perceive  traditional  religion  as
meeting  !.#c!z.v!.d#¢/  needs  while  the
collective expressions of Jewishness
are  taken  care  of  by  the  civil  reli-
gion.   People   may   vilify   the   com-
munity   rabbi   but   they   crave   the
personal  chaplain.  While  they  criti-
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cise   the   sermons,   they  praise   the
eulogies.  The  same  preaching  style
that  was  so  irritating  in  the  pulpit
becomes pleasing and meaningful in
the   funeral   chapel   or   under   the
chuppah.

In addition to the envy that comes
from   the  perceived  power  of  the
pulpit   and   the   hostility   that   is   a
function  of the  civil  agenda  of con-
temporary   Jewry,   there   are   two
other reasons for the decline of the
sermon  -  the  retreat  of  Christian
influence on Jews and the impact of
television  and  film.

When, for the first hundred years
of  its  existence,  the  Reform  Syna-
gogue   stressed   the   importance   of
preaching  and  forced  other  move-
ments to follow,  this was, at least in
part,    an   attempt   to   imitate   the
Protestant   Church   to   which   `the
ministry  of  the  word'  is  so  central.
True,  scholars  like  Leopold  Zunz
could  demonstrate  that  the  sermon
is  an  integral  part  of  Jewish  tradi-
tion.   But  the  need  to   deploy  the
scholarship  arose  out  of  the  desire
to  make  the  Synagogue,  or  at  least
the    Temple,    correspond    to    the
norms   of   the   dominant   religion.
That  desire  has  now  gone.  Jewish
worshipppers,  even  the  ardent  liber-
als  among us,  feel  no  need  to  refer
to  or  defer  to  Christian  practices.
The  current  norms  are  not  shaped
by   the   churches   but    by   secular
institutions -civil  religion  again.

And  in  these  institutions  the  lec-
ture,   thus   also   the   sermon,   has
given way to the moving picture and
the  slide  presentation.   The  thirty-
second   segment   has   to   tell   it   all.
Television,  not the spoken  word,  is
the  conveyor  of  truth  in  our  time.
Even  newspapers  are suffering,  un-
less  they  are  tabloids.   People  stay
away   from   potentially   interesting
lectures   -   to   watch   a   television
programme at home. The sermon is
perceived  as  old-fashioned,  both  in
content and in form and,  therefore,
cannot   be  taken   seriously.   It   is  a
relic  from  a  distant  past  which  stirs
up  negative  feelings  -envy,  hostil-
ity  -  and  reflects  outdated  techni-
ques.   Judaism   knows,   of   course,
that when the image takes the place
of   the   word,   idolatry   has   trium-
phed.  But  many  Jews  don't  realize
that,  or don't  care.

Franz  Rozenzweig,  the  most  in-
fluential  Jewish  thinker  of this  cen-
tury,  already  sensed  the  decline  of
the  sermon  when  he  wi.ote  his  7lfec
Star   of   Redemption,   E\+though  he
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had personally experienced its pow-
er.  He  said  in  a  letter  to  a  friend
following   the   High   Holyday   Ser-
vices   in   1921   in   praise   of   Rabbi
Nehemiah Nobel of Frankfurt:

`Nobel's  sermons  were  incred-

ibly   magnificent    .    .    .    Nothing
would  be  too  audacious  for  him
to  risk  saying  at  such  moments
and  there's   nothing  that  would
not  be  true  coming  from  such  a
mouth.  Think  of  this  happening
to  me,  who  hate  and  detest  all
sermons  .   .   .  He  prays  the  way
one thinks of people praying only
thousands of years ago when  the
great    prayers    originated.     He
speaks    to    the   people    as   one
thinks  only  the  prophets  should
have  been  allowed  to  speak'3.
Rosenzweig  knew  the  power  of

the  word,  written  and  spoken,  and
its centrality in Judaism.  Our ances-
tors  were  not  given  ten  comm¢#d-
mcnfs   at   Sinai,   but   ten   worczs  -
cJz.brof.   One  of  these  forbids  us  to
make   visual   images   lest   they   be-
come  idols  but  we  are  bidden   to
speak and to listen. The mouth -`0
Lord,  open  my  lips  and  my  mouth
shall declare Your praise' - and the
ear -`Hear, 0 Israel' -are the most
important parts of the Jewish body.
To  give  in  to  the  fashions  of  our
time   and   the   prejudices   of   our
people,  may  be  tantamount  to bet-
raying our heritage.

The   form   of   the   sermon   may
need changing but its place remains
central.  For  in  the  words  of  Marc
Saperstein,    `the    `modern    Jewish
sermon'  remains  a  valuable  source
of evidence for the diffusion of new

i:ewarsy,4t.h::uf8ahct,WTees#asEaurw°E:]ae|
More Jews are exposed to sermons
than   to  books  or  journals,  where
ideas  are  being  presented.  Even  if
rabbis   are   not   the   originators   of
these   ideas,   they   are   readers   of
books   and   journals.    Often    they
disseminate     these     ideas,     albeit
selectively     and    sermonically,     to
their congregations.  The  likelihood
is,  therefore,  that  anything  that  is
new will be heard from the pulpit in
one  form   or  another,   often  from
different  perspectives,   in   different
contexts.

fJ¢/czcfeczfo,   Jewish  law,  has  to  be

precise   and   unequivocal.   But   the
spoken   word   can,   and   must,   be
open  to  more  than  one  interpreta-
tion to reflect divrey elohim chayim,
the  words  of  the  living  God,   and
thus  have  the  power  to  stir  mind

and   heart.   That   is   why   czggedczfe,
i.e.,    all    that    is    not    fe¢/czchczfe    in
rabbinic tradition, is the stuff out of
which  sermons  have  been  Grafted.
The  riches  of  czggaczz.c  mz.drczsfe,   the
stories  and  homilies  of  the  rabbis,
together   with    ch¢s!.dz.c   tales    and
modern interpretations all find their
way into  the  contemporary sermon
in  its  endeavour  to  inform  and  to
stir the modern Jew. The pulpit is a
kind  of  open  forum   for  much  of
what  is  current   and   significant  in
contemporary Jewish  thought.  The
sermons  seek  to  build  bridges,   at
any specific time  and  for any speci-
fic  situation,  between  the  tradition
that beckons us  and the reality that
bedevils    us.    The    preacher's    en-
deavour   is   to   help   to   make   the
connection  between  past  and  pre-
sent.

That  is  why  the  sermon  at  times
goes   beyond   the   classical   sources
and   creates   interpretations   of   its
own.  A fellow student in the homi-
letics class at the Leo Baeck College
in   London    once   challenged   our
teacher,  the  late  Ignaz  Maybaum,
accusing  him  of  not  using  enough
mz.dr¢sfe in  his sermons.  `True',  said
Maybaum,    `1   don't    quote    much
mz.czrasfe    I    make    it'.    The    gifted

preacher  creates  mz.czrczsA  by  bring-
ing  the   text  to   the   people,   even
when  the  congregation  purports  to
be  asleep.

Yet   another   dimension   of   the
modem    sermon    must    be    men-
tioned.  The  rabbi  is  often  the  only
believing   Jew   that   many   people
encounter.   It   is   an   education   in
itself to try to understand how such
a  Jew  thinks  and  what  he,  or  she,
feels. For many it has been a revela-
tion  to  discover that  you can  be  as
educated  and  as  intelligent  as  the
next  person  and  yet  believe,  with-
out setting aside your secular know-
ledge or compromising your intelli-
gence.  That  is why  there  is  import-
ance  not  only  in  wfecz/  is  being  said
from  the  pulpit  but  flow  it  is  being
said    and    wfoo    is    saying   it.    The
dedicated preacher reveals not only
his  or  her  mind  but  also  his  or  her
soul .

The   effect,   therefore,   is   often
greater   than   the   congregation   is
prepared  to  admit.  In  more  than  a
quarter  of  a  century  of  committed
preaching,   I   have   observed   how
many   men   and   women   came   to
assimilate the ideas they heard from
the pulpit,  making them  their own,

continued on page 23
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MY WORST
SERVICE WAS

THE BEST

IHAVE    BEEN    WORKING
with  Jonathan  Magonet  on  the
RSGB  services  since  the  mid-

sixties.   It   has   meant   reading   an
enormous  amount  of Jewish  litera-
ture,     consulting     Jewish     prayer
books   of   every   possible    colour,
from  black  reactionary  to  rainbow
kooky and frantic searches through
dictionaries,  lexica,  encyclopaediae
and  commentaries.  It  has  involved
constant     consultation     with     col-
leagues,  community  leaders,  acad-
emics,  congregants,  who  cheer  us
on,   and  with   `Digusted'  and   `De-
pressed ,             B asingstoke-on-Sea'.
They've  all  had  their  influence  on
the   result   -   including   dear   `Dis-
gusted, .

But  occasionally  I  get  flattened
by a service which hits me, in places
I least expect.  I arrived at  a statio'n
late one Sunday morning and, from
the ticket barrier, helplessly saw my
train pulling out. There was a three-
hour  wait  until  the  next  one.  I  left
my bags in the lock-up and wander-
ed  disconsolately  down  the  street.
There was no food available for my
body -all  the  caffs were  shut.  But
the places of worship were open.

They   weren't   doing   a   roaring
trade but  a  few pious  people  trick-
led  into  them.  I  trickled  in  too  -
there was nothing better on offer -
and found myself in a Quaker meet-
ing.  Now  as  you  all  know,  Quaker
meetings   are   straightforward   and
simple.  The chairman  opens with  a
short prayer and,  after that, people
get   up   and   say   what   the   spirit
prompts  them  to  say  -  sometimes
personal,  usually  pious  -  with  no
great surprises,  in  my  experience.

At this meeting, straight after the
chairman's  introduction,   a  rabbity
man  shot  up  and  harangued  us  for
forty   minutes   solid   on   his   griev-
ances  -  the   persecutions   he   had
suffered,    the    inheritances    taken
away from him, the enmity of pow-
erful unknowns. I looked around at
the     other     `worshippers'.     Their
heads were bowed down in respect-
ful   silence   and   prayerful   concen-
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tration.  It went  on  and on!
When   the   man   ended   and   sat

down,    the    chairman    ended    the
meeting,  thanking him  for his help-
ful  (!)  words  and  the  meeting  had
closed.   It  had  gone  beyond  time.
The  other  people  politely  wished
the   man   goodbye.   He   stared   at
them    -    and    rushed    away.    To
another service?

I  sat  in  the  station  buffet  consid-
ering   the   service   over   a   cup   of
coffee  and  scratching  my  head  in
perplexity. It was the worst service I
had  ever  been  to.  It  was  also  the
best.  The  courtesy  and  kindness of
the  congregation  testified  to  their
faith  more than  any words or litur-
gy.

When  you  are  working  on  servi-
ces, it is important to realise that, in
this   area,    professionalism   is   not
enough. Just when you think you've
got  it  buttoned  up,  the  God whom
you are serving can stand outside all
the structures  and  manifest Herself
or Himself as  a surprise.

It   is   important   to   realise   your
subject is alive and won't lie down!.

Rabbi Lionel Blue, awffeor o/ cz rcz#gc o/books
from   Kitchen   Blues   fo   Blue   Heaven,   fec[s
recently   retired  as   Convenor  of  the   RSGB
Beth   Din.   He   is   co~editor  with   Rabbi   Dr
Jonathan    Magonet   of   the   RSGB    I)rayer
books.
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THE: DJLY
I WAS KIDNAPPE:D

Max Lerner

A BOUT TWO  HUNDRED
years  after  Prince  William
of Orange landed in Devon,

my  maternal  grandparents  arrived
in    Manchester    to    exchange    the
Steppes of Russia for the streets of
Hightown.  I  have  never  ceased  to
wonder  at   the   good   fortune   that
brought them  there.

I    have    one    uncle    still    living.
When   I   visit   him,   he   invariably
produces ancient sepia photographs
of my  grandparents,  taken  at  wed-
clings,  surrounded  by  children  and
grandchildren.  I  look  at  my  grand-
father but I do not recognise him at
all.  With  his  hired,  silk  hat,  hired
suit and neatly trimmed beard, he is
a  complete  stranger  to   me.   I  re-
member  him   as  a  tall  figure  in  a
long, shabby coat trundling a home-
made  box   on   wheels,   selling  fish
round  the  streets  of  Hightown  in
Manchester.

Grandmother made sure that we
were never short of fish.

To my childish eyes,  they were  a
strange couple, he six feet in height,
she  barely  five.  They  were  bound
together  by  a  never-ending,   daily
routine and the warmth of relatives
all   within   earshot.   They   had   no
English  and  their  survival  in  High-
town must have created many prob-
lems for them.

It also solved many problems.
My father, who arrived here as a

young teenager, talked occassional-
ly  of  the  clear  sparkling  waters  of
the  local,  Russian  stream.  For  the
rest, he was content in Manchester,
where  Cossacks  and pogroms were
merely unhappy memories.

We  lived  in   a  narrow  street  in
which  the children played safely  all
day  long.   There  were  no   cars  to
drive us off the street and the front
doors of all the houses were always
Open.

In my memory, which like an old,
silent film  is full  of jerky,  flickering
shots,  the  days  are full  of sunshine
and I  am throwing a ball  at a wall,
trying   to   hit   the   metal   posters
screwed  on  it.  `Players  Please'  and
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`Horniman's  Tea'   are   two   of  the

simple,    marketing   messages   that
linger  On.

Of  course,   there  were   tears  at
times   but   they   were   never   pro-
longed or serious.

`Take  a  scfemo/fz  herring  home',

my   grandmother   said   to   me   one
day. My mouth watered as I watch-
ed   her  place   the   herring  on   one
plate and cover it with another.  `Be
careful'.

I ran all the way home to the next
street,  through  the  open  door  into
the  kitchen,  and  banged  the  plates
on the table in front of my mother.

`It's  a  scfemcz/fz  herring',   I  said,
`from Grandma.  Can I have a piece

now?,
I  watched  my  mother  go  for  a

knife, then lift the top plate up. The
bottom  plate was empty.

I sobbed and sobbed and refused
to  be  comforted.  To  this  day,  we
have never discovered what happen-
ed to that herring.

My  first  school  was  St.  John's,  a
Church  of  England  Junior  School,
at  which  many  pupils  were  Jewish.
Each  class  had  a  large  number  of
children  in  it  and  I  remember  our
class  spending  one  year  in  a  large
hall which served as a classroom for
two  classes   at  once.   I   sat  on  the
back   row   and   often   the   history
lesson   in   front   of   me   would   be
mingled  with  the  geography  lesson
behind.   Discipline   was   tight.   We
worked  hard but they  were  fruitful
days.   My  early  work  at  Chorlton
High    School    was    comparatively
easy    because     of    the     excellent
grounding   I   had   received   at   St.
John's.

It  was  from  Mr.  A.F.  Chappell,
the    Pickwickian    Headmaster    of
Chorlton     High     School,     that     I
learned  to  appreciate  Manchester.
His love of the good things the Gty
contained was infectious.

Uncles   and   aunts,   cousins   and
second  cousins  lived  all  around  us,
except for one or two  who  lived  in
Strangeways.    I    had    two    Uncles
Sam,   which   I   found   confusing   at

first,   until   I   decided   to   call   one,
`Uncle-Sam-next-door-but-one',

and     the     other,      `Uncle-Sam-in-
Strangeways'.    It   was   some   time
before I understood why this always
caused  a  laugh.

Whenever I  stepped out  into  the
street,  there  was  always  somebody
with  whom  to  play.  In  the  summer
it   was   `lamp-post-cricket'.   In   the
winter it was `street-length-football'
and,  for  a  change,  there  was  `hit-
the-metal-poster-on-the-wall'.

We  played  until  the  lamp-lighter
came  round  with  his  long  pole  to
kindle  the  street  gas  lamps.  Then  I
ran  inside  to  the  fruitless  exercises
on  an  ancient,  upright  piano  that
almost filled our small front room. I
was   taught   once   a   week   by   an
imposing    gentleman    who    called
himself  `Professor'  and  wore  a  silk
hat   and   frock   coat.   One   minute
before  he  turned  the  corner  of the
street, I would dash home from the
game  I was playing and sit down  at
the piano as if I had been practising
for  hours.  He  sat  behind  me  as  I
played  and  for  a  long  time  I  was
fascinated   by   the   gurgling   sound
that came from him at regular inter-
vals.  One day I plucked up courage
to  turn  my  head  a  little  and  take  a
peep  at  him.   His  head  was  flung
back   and   he   held   a   small,   metal
flask   to   his  mouth.   I   made   poor
progress.   I  discovered  later  that  I
was  tone  deaf.  I  must  have  driven
the poor `Professor'  to  drink.

As   I   grew   older,   my   horizons
widened.  We  travelled dangerously
on the single-decker tram that took
us   from   Queen's   Road   to   Belle
Vue.   I  was  fascinated  and  fright-
ened by the lions pacing backwards
and forwards in  their cages.

When    we    took    the    tram    to
Heaton   Park,   I   marvelled   at   the
stone lions guarding the Hall. They
were  so  relaxed  and  still,   I  could
never understand why they were so
different from their brothers in Bel-
le   Vue.   I   never   dared   to   touch
them.

From Belle Vue and Heaton Park
I moved on to explore the beauty of
Cheshire  and  the  rugged  grandeur
of Derbyshire,  with  friends  instead
of  relatives.  There  have  been  few
things   to   equal   the   feeling   that
enveloped me at the end of a good
day's  walk.   I   was  relaxed   and   at
peace with  the whole world.

Very different was  the  feeling of
excitement  created  by  visits  to  the
theatre.   It  was  never  `Cider  With
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Rosie'   for   me   but   `Theatre   with
Maisie'.   I   remember   seeing   G.B.
Shaw's       `Sczz.#/      Jo¢#'       at       The
Rusholme  Repertory  Theatre  and
sitting there enthralled by the magic
combination   of   words.   My   mind
was in an excited turmoil that lasted
for days.

But  there  were  clouds  gathering
on  the  horizon.   A  fresh  batch  of
refugees,  this  time  from  Germany,
began   to   appear   in    Manchester.
Looking  back,  I  feel  that  I  did  not
realise  fully the  horror of what was
happening in Germany at that time.
My father did,  and  he  doubled  the
small,   weekly   contribution   to  the
JNF that went to buy land in Pales-
tine  to  settle  some  of the  refugees.
For    my    father,    old    fears    were
aroused and old wounds  reopened.

When  war  eventually  came,  my
two brothers, my sister and I joined
the forces. My parents were pleased
and probably fearful. For them, the
war against Hitler was a `crusade' in
which we had to play our part.

When  I  returned  home  after the
war,  I  realised  how  much  my  pa-
rents  had  aged.

Manchester   continued   to   place
me  in  its  debt.  I  took  a  part-time
degree  course  at  Manchester  Uni-
versity  which  continued  the  educa-
tional  process  started  at  St.  John's
Junior School.

I   began   teaching   at   a   Junior-
Senior   School   which   proudly   dis-
played   a  plaque  boasting  that  the
school   had   been   opened   in   the
1870s.  It  was  a  career that  brought
triumphs  and  tribulations  and  ab-
ove  all  a  feeling  of satisfaction.

We took  our duties seriously.
Yard   duty   came   round   once   a

fortnight  and  I  was  fascinated  one
day when  looking out  of the school
windows,   to   see   a  young,   female
member of the  staff stalking  across
the  playground  to  enter  the  boys'
urinals.  This  was  a  fortnightly  per-
formance   that   went   on   for  some
time.

I was puzzled until one day I  had
to  go  out  to  the  playground  when
she   was   on   duty   to   give   her   a
message.  I was just in time to catch
her coming out of the urinals, look-
ing rather red in  the face.

`1'11    catch    those    boys    smoking

yet',  she  said.
We took  our duties  seriously.
I still treasure the memory of the

day  I  thought  I  was  being  kidnap-
ped.  I  was  standing  at  the  front  of
the queue at a bus-stop in the centre
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of  Manchester.   A   car  went   past,
stopped  very  suddenly  on  a  double
yellow   line   and   the   driver   came
rushing towards me.

`Mr.  Lerner?'  he  asked.
`Yes',  I  answered,  looking  at  his

smooth,  round  face  and wondering
how he knew my name.

He began  pulling my arm,  shout-
ing, `Get in the car quickly!  Hurry!'

The  smooth,  round  face  was  not
so babyish now but rather gangster-
ish.

`Quick!' He put his hand through

my  arm  and  began  pulling  me  to-
wards  the car.

I   was   being   kidnapped.   In   the
centre   of   Manchester?   In   broad
daylight.  How  would  my  poor  wife
find the  ransom  money?

He pushed me into the passenger
seat,   dashed   round   the   car   and
drove  off,  all  in  one  second.

`A   double   yellow   line',   he   ex-

plained.  `I'm  sorry to  hurry you'.`Where    .    .    .?'   I   started,   then

didn't  know what to  ask.
`I'm  on  my way to  say prayers  at

the   mosque',   he   explained.    `If   I
take you  home,  it is my good  deed
for   the    day   and   I    am    excused
prayers,.

I  was  still  puzzled.   `Why  me?'  I
asked.

`1 remember you. I saw you at the

parents'   evening.   You   taught   my
daughter'.

There are still things that I appre-
ciate   in   my   Mancunian   surround-
ings.  Fletcher Moss Park is a never-
ending delight.  The variety of flow-
ers,   plants   and   shrubs   in   such   a
comparatively  small   area  is  a  uni-
que achievement.  At the bottom of
the   sloping   gardens,    one   comes
suddenly  across  a  bracelet  of gold-
fish   swimming   around   in   a   small

pond.  I  never  cease  to  admire  the
loving  care  the  gardeners  lavish  on
this  park.

Of course  there  have  been  many
changes  in  Manchester.  The  roads
are   crowded   with   cars.    Ringway
Airport     is     crowded     with     holi-
daymakers    throughout    the    year.
Eating     places      and      take-aways
sprout              everywhere,              like
mushrooms.

But where  are the streets for the
children  to  play  in  safely?  Where
are the wide-open front doors?I

MzlxLerner.  a  graduate  of  Manchester  Uni-
versity,  is  a  retired  school  [eachei..

continued from page  19
despite  initial  indifference  or  even
opposition.   The   word   of   God   is
more powerful  than  the human  ear
and persistent  enough  to  penetrate
a     closed     mind.     That     is     why
preaching   is   so   important,    even
when  it  appears  to  be  unpopular.
That   is   also   why   rabbis   have   to
persevere and to curb their sarcasm
and  their  sense  of  despondency.  If
the   Prophets   could   withstand   the
hostility   of   their   contemporaries,
modern rabbis can learn to live with
their frustrations.

Rabbi  Haskel  Lookstein's  words
of  introduction   to   the  volume   of
sermons  that  he  and  his  colleagues
of the  New  York  Board  of Rabbis
published  reflect  much  truth  even
though they may sound self-serving
to the sceptical  reader:

`A sermon  is designed to elicit

response.  It  must  do  more  than
inform.   It   must   also  inspire.   It
must enlighten our minds.  But it
should    also    ennoble    our    be-
haviour.  It should teach our con-
gregants  in  the  areas  which  we
know   best.   But   it   should   also
stimulate our listeners to  be  bet-
ter Jews  and  human  beings'5.
Many  contemporary  sermons  do

precisely  that.  Worshippers  would,
of course,  benefit  much  more from
paying  attention  rather  than  from
being   only   subliminally    affected.
Some  will  take  notice  and  actually
find  they  enjoy  sermons  more  than
collecting   for   the    building   fund.
They may encourage others so that
`the   stone   which   the   builders   re-

jected' may once again  `become the
chief cornerstone' of the synagogue
and  the  empty palaces can  be  filled
with  Torofe  and worshipl
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MY     POLISH     COUSIN
Feivel was eighteen  in  Sep-
tember '39. He escaped the

destruction of our people by fleeing
to the Soviet Union, whose doors at
the   time   stood   open   to   refugees
from  Nazi  terror.   `Come  too',  he
begged his parents.  But they failed
to perceive the mass grave yawning
at  their  feet.  He  left  Warsaw  with
my  mother's  younger  brother  and
his family.  They were overtaken by
the   slaughterers   in   Kharkov,   but
Feivel  escaped again.

When peace came, he returned to
Warsaw   and   searched   the   ruined
city   and   the   small   towns   nearby
until   he   understood   that   nobody
belonging  to  him  had  survived  the
Nazi  solution  to  the  Jewish  prob-
lem.

`1 am  one finger left solitary on  a

hand',  he wrote.
He   married   Chana,   a  returned

fellow-exile    in    similar    plight.    A
French   aunt  of  hers  had  outlived
the   Holocaust.   She   helped   them
migrate in time for their child to be
born  a citizen  of France.

Feivel and I met for the first time
in  Paris,  in  1947.  His  haunted  face
had  long  been  known  to  me  from
the   photograph   yellowing   on   my
mother's    mantelpiece.    We    were
members of the same lost tribe and
had adored the same grandmother.
We   embraced   with   emotion.   He
lived   on   the   seventh   floor   of   a
liftless  building  in   a   narrow,   evil-
smelling  court.   Chana,   grey-faced
but cheerful, rose from scrubbing to
greet   me,   wearing  -   unprotected
and  thus  somewhat  muddy  at  the
knees  -  the  pale  blue  jersey  suit  I
had earlier sent as a gift. Six-month-
old  Maurice  was  a  fine  baby,  well-
formed,  a  flower  on  a  dust-heap.
Bathing him at the end of the week
it took  me  a few  moments  to  wash
his  body  and  ten  minutes  to  clean
out   one   dirt-encrusted   ear   under
protests  that  grew  in  volume  until
Chana stopped me.

`Come  back  next  year',  she  said
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gaily,  `and clean  the other'.
I   couldn't   come   back   the   next

year, and a year after that she died
suddenly. Feivel wrote that he came
home   from   work   one   evening   to
find   her   on   the   floor,   the   child
pulling   her   hand   and   calling   Mcz-
m¢",   Mflma#.   Neighbours  had  to
tear  him  from  her  body.   Chana's
aunt  took  them  in,  enabling  Feivel
to   return   to   work.    I   knew   the
apartment - as poor and even smal-
ler  than  his  own.

His  letter  in  my  hand,   I  wired:
Come  with  Maurice  for  a  month's
holiday.   But   when   he   accepted   I
had misgivings.  I had my own fami-
ly  to  cook  and  wash  for,  a  big  old-
fashioned   house   to   clean   without
mechanical  aids and  committees on
this and  that.  What had  I  done?

Feivel  arrived  without  warning  a
few weeks  later,  his  latest bereave-
ment  etched  into  his  features,  one
hand leading a grave two-and-a-half
year  old,  a  veteran  suitcase  in  the
other.

`Mother!'     I     shouted     upstairs.
`They've  come!'  Doors  flung  open

all over the house.  My father seized
one  of Feivel's  hands,  my  husband
shook    the    other.    Mother    came
dazedly down the stairs to clasp this
representative  of  her  vanished  kin
and Pat, our twelve-year-old daugh-
ter, made overtures to Maurice.  He
kept   a   tight   hold   on   his   father's
trousers.

`How white he is, the poor child!'

Mother   stooped   to   kiss   him.   At
once she was assailed by the violent
hiccoughs  which  always  ruined  the
family's   dramatic   moments.   They
echoed  round  the  house  like  pistol
shots.

I took off Maurice's coat. `What a
scrap   he   is',    I   said.    `He   weighs
nothing.  Feel'. Everyone had a turn
at   lifting   him,   and   all   agreed   he

weighed  nothing.
Maurice submitted silently to the

lifting   but   the   indignant   look   he
sent   his   father   said   plainly:   what
have  you  brought  me  to?  He  was
not   at   first   sight   a   good-looking
child.  His  head  was  too  large,  his
lips  too  wide,  his  forehead  bulged.
But  his  grey  eyes  were  large  and
beautiful    under    their    sweep    of
lashes,  the  expression  of his  mouth
was  firm  and  pleasant  and  he  car-
ried himself with dignity.  It became
clear to me then that nothing in the
world   was   more   important   than
sending this shadow of a child away
fatter, pinker and gayer than he had
Come.

It was not easy to achieve. He ate
like   a   bird   and   that   only   when
Feivel   took  him   on   his   knee   and
with  persuasion  or with  threats  fed
him  a  few spoonsful.

`Look here',  I  said  after a  day  or

two  of  this.  `He's  only  doing  it  to
get   you   fussing   over   him.   If   he
doesn't want a meal let him  miss it.
He'll eat when he's hungry enough' .
Feivel  agreed  wearily  but,  when  I
took    the    first    dinner    away,    he
couldn't endure Maurice's cries and
made  me  bring  it  back.   Naturally
the little wretch played up as usual.

And  it  was  the  same  with  every-
thing  else:  the  father  accepted  the
theory   but   the   son   dictated   the
practice. Papa must wash him, Papa
must dress him, Papa must put him
to  bed  and wait  until  he  slept.

My  cousin  was  divided  between
pleasure  at  this  excessive  devotion
and  irritation  at  the  inconvenience
it  caused.  We  had  to  take  Maurice
on  excursions  when  he  would  have
been  better  off  running  about  the
garden  in   my  mother's  care.   One
hot afternoon  I persuaded Feivel to
leave       him       behind.       Maurice's
screams  accompanied  us  down  the
street.

`The   first   time   is   the   worst',   I

encouraged    him.    At    the    corner
Feivel  hesitated -and  turned back.

`Don't you see you're spoiling the
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child?'   I   exclaimed   when   he   re-
turned,  Maurice  triumphant  on  his
arm.

`He  has not  a mother'.

The  answer  silenced  me.  But  by
evening  the   small   behind  had   re-
ceived  as  many  slaps  from  this  one
exasperated    parent    as    it    could
reasonably    have    expected    from
two.

Meanwhile Maurice had crept in-
to   the   centre   of   the   household.
Each   morning   after   breakfast   he
visited   my   parents'   flat   upstairs,
endearing himself in  ways  common
to children and puppies.  Pat rushed
home  from  school   to  practise  her
French   on   him   and   to   turn   cart-
wheels   for   his   delight.    My   hus-
band's  greeting  at  night  was,  `And
how did the little  rabbit eat today?'

The  tantrums  were  reserved  for
his  father.   With  everyone  else  he
was   charming.   Marching  tirelessly
upstairs and down he would shout a
song    in    an    unexpectedly    strong
voice   and   run   in   and   out   of  the
rooms with  arms  out flung,  with joy
at  their  spaciousness.  I  had  only  a
few words of French, yet we under-
stood   each   other.   Mother  bought
him  his  first  pair  of  slippers.  They
were   bright   red,   with   big   porn-
poms.   Enchanted,   he   wore   them
about   the   house   and   garden   all
morning.  When we made ready for
the   afternoon   walk   he   absolutely
refused  to  take  them  off.

Feivel  looked  at  me.  Had  I  been
absent   he    would    certainly    have
yielded.   But   I   would   not   take   a
toddler  for  a  walk  in  his  slippers.

`Pretend  to  go  to  sleep',   I   said

and    I    took    up    my    newspaper.
Maurice   looked   from   one   to   the
other in  bewilderment.

`Promenade,  promenade',  he  re-

minded  me.   I  pointed  to  the  slip-
pers  and  shook  my  head.  I  picked
up  the  shoes  and  nodded  vigorous-
ly.  He  implored  his father's aid  but
Feivel    snored    convincingly.    Red
with  anger  the  infant  stamped  his
foot,   abused   me   throatily   and   at
length   in   a   language   of   his   own
invention,     then     sat     down     and
changed  slowly  into  the  shoes.   Si-
lently he showed me the dirt on the
soles of his slippers.  I  took them to
the  sink   and  brought   them  back:
good as new again.  Surprised into a
grateful    kiss,    Maurice    was    then
pointedly cool to me on the way to
the park,  refusing to hold my hand
and walking with his father between
uS.
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I liked the rabbit more and more.
He had an air of pride and courage.
I must do as you wish, he seemed to
say, because you are big and power-
ful  but  I  am  I  for  all  that  and  can
give  or  withhold  my  love.`Does he  never speak  of Chana?'

I  once  asked  Feivel.
`Not after the first day.  I told him

she  was  ill  and  had  gone  away  to
recover.   Some   time   later  when   I
asked him, where is Mama? He said
Maman  finie!'

By  the  end  of  the  second  week
Maurice was beginning to look  as a
child  should.   He  still   acted  out  a
little   scene   with   his   father   at   the
table but  fresh  air and exercise had
sharpened   his   appetite.   His  limbs
were  rounder,  his cheekbones  sun-
tanned and there was a sprinkling of
freckles  across his  nose.

And  then  one  day  Feivel  com-
plained  of  stomach   pains   and   his
temperature   shot   up.   I   was   out
when   the    doctor   called   and   re-
turned  to  find  my  cousin  rigid  on
the  bed,   a  fretful   Maurice  beside
him.

`Acute   appendicitis',   announced

my mother,  alarm showing beneath
her veneer of calm.  `The ambulance
is  on  the  way'.

`Poor Feivel', I took his hot hand.
`What beastly  luck.  But  it's  a  routi-

ne  operation,  nothing  to  worry  ab-
out  really,.

`And  Maurice?'  he  said  feebly.

With  more  optimism  than  I  felt  I
said he was at home with us already
and would  soon  settle  down.  It  was
agreed that mother should go to the
hospital  with  Feivel  while  I  stayed
with  the  child.

`Have  you  told  him  what's  hap-

pening?,`Yes,  that  I  am  ill  and  must  go

away to recover but I am not sure if
he understands'.  I cursed my ignor-
ance  of French.

The  ambulance  arrived,   mother
hurried  off  to  get  her  coat  -  and
suddenly   the   air  was  torn   by   the
inevitable hiccoughs. This punctual-
ity of the comic relief brought me to
the   edge   of  laughter   at   the   very
moment that Feivel was being lifted
to  a stretcher.

`Goodbye,   my  dear',   I   said   re-

morsefully.  `Don't  worry'.
`Goodbye', he mumbled.  `Mauri-

ce,  a  tout  a  l'heure'.  But  Maurice
was   clinging  to   the   stretcher   and
screaming.    I    had    to    unlock    his
fingers and hold him down by force
before  the  procession  could  leave.

As  soon  as  I  let  him  go  he  flung
himself upon  the  closed  door.

`Papa!' he shrieked.  `Papa!  Papa!

Papa!'
I took him in my arms but he tore

himself free.  I  brought  his  toys:  he
threw   them   at   me   in   rage   and
rushed  frantically  about  the  room,
striking  with  feet  and  fists  at  what-
ever  stood  in  his  way.   When   Pat
came  home  from  school  she  went
through all the antics that usually he
found   entertaining.   But,   at   each
fresh attempt to divert him, he wept
still more bitterly and, turning again
to the  door,  he  leaned  his  head  on
it,  calling  hoarsely,  `Papa,  papa'.

At   last   Pat,   rummaging   into   a
cupboard,  produced  a  dusty  teddy-
bear he  had  not  seen  before.

He  stopped  short  in  mid-cry;  he
clutched   it   to   his  chest;  the   tears
ceased flowing.  He permitted me to
undress and sponge down his sweat-
lathered body while he changed the
teddy-bear  from   one  hand  to  the
other.    The   tormented,   quivering
little  face  appeared  to  have  dwin-
dled,  the freckles stood  out harshly
on   the  yellowed   skin   and  he  was
shaken  by spasmodic gasps.  But he
was   settling   quietly   into   bed,   the
teddy-bear   on    the   pillow   beside
him,   when   the   doorbell   rang.   At
once  he  sprang up joyously,  shout-
ing with  all  his  heart:

`Papa!  C'est  Papa!'

Before  I  could  stop  him  he  flew
into  the  hall.  It  was  my  neighbour,
come    to    borrow   something.    He
stood  quite  still  while  I  was  getting
rid of her.

`Come,     Maurice'.     He     turned

dumbly  towards  me.  `Mon  cheri',  I
murmured,  `Mon  petit  gar€on'.

His  body  was  limp  in  my  arms,
his  head  heavy  on  my  breast.

`Give me  a blanket,  Pat.  1'11  sit  in

the armchair with him for a bit.  Ah,
regardez!  Le  teddy-bear'.

He would  not  look  at  it or touch
it.

`Maurice',    I    sat    him    upright.
`Papa malade.  He will  come back -

how  d'you  say that,  Pat?'
`Reviendra',  she  whispered.
`Reviendra',   I   repeated   firmly.

`Papa -reviendra -bient6t.

He   looked   at   me   with   exting-
uished  eyes.

`Papa fini', he said flatly and sank

back in  my arms.  `Papa fini'|

F`uth  Adler   is  the  author  of  two  novels   A
Family     of     Shopkeepers     c7Hc7     Beginning
Again.
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A PROPHET
WHO DESERVES HONOUR

Caesar Aronsfeld

IN ONE OF HIS ESSAYS ON
Shakespeare's  dramas,  Heine
relates how,  during a  London

performance   Of   The   Merchant   of
Vc#z.cc,   a  woman  in  the  audience
got up and cried `The man has been
wronged'.  It  was  a  well  warranted
protest,   albeit   lodged   in   unusual
circumstances,  and  it  would  not  be
out of place in  other circumstances
that   might   be   considered   no   less
unusual.  For there are a number of
characters  in   the   Bible  who   have
had unjust treatment,  not always at
the   hands   of   the    author(s)    but
through  the prejudices  of the  com-
mentators.    Balaam,    the    son    of
Beor,  is  one  who  has  greatly  and
most undeservedly suffered.

He  is  a  pagan  divine,  or  sooth-
sayer,  credited  with  the  power  of
blessing and cursing.  Of such  there
were, many.  But he  apparently en-
joyed a high reputation  as,  accord-
ing  to  the  Bible,  he  was  able  to
engage  in  conversation  with  God.
Not man}- Jews were  so  privileged
and`  €hoHgh  a  heathen,  he  recog-
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nised   the   authority   of   the   Lord.
Like  the  people  of Israel,  he  might
have said:  `All the words which the
Lord  has  spoken  will  we  do'  (Ex.
24:3)  -  a  pledge  on  which  a  com-
mentator,  M.M.  Kalisch  quoted  in
Chief Rabbi J.H.  Hertz's commen-
tory  The  Pentateuch and  Haftorahs
says:    `We    willingly    forget   for    a
moment  how  little   they  remained
faithful  to  this  promise  even  in  the
time  immediately  following'.

Not   so   Balaam.   When   Balak's
embassy   visits    him    to    solicit    his
curses   on   Israel,   he   immediately
consults   the   Lord   God   of  Israel,
who  takes  the  trouble  to  `come  to
him'   and  tells  him   not  to  curse  a

people    that    is    blessed.    Balaam
therefore,   indifferent   to   `the   re-
wards   of  divination'   offered   him,
refuses    to    oblige.    And,    though
Balak   promises   to   `promote   him
unto  great  honour'   (Num.   22:17),
he remains adamant.  Even `if Balak
were  to  give  me  his  house  full  of
silver and gold,  I cannot go beyond
the word of the Lord my God, to do

anything   small   or   great'    (22:18).
Note   that   he   says   `the   Lord   my
God',  which  is  not  strictly  correct.
But such is his concept of the source
of  his   inspiration   that   he   readily
acknowledges   the   Lord   God   of
Israel   as   the   author   of  both   his
blessings  and  his  curses.

It is, therefore, difficult to under-
stand   why   Joshua    (24:9)    quotes
God  as  having  said:   `Balak  called
Balaam  to  curse  you,  but  I  would
not   hearken   unto   Balaam,   there-
fore  he  even  blessed  you'.  Balaam
was  acting  on  his  own  free  will  in
strict  obedience  to  whatever  God
would   tell   him.   Much   the   same
consideration   must   apply   to   the
statement  by  Nehemiah  (13:2)  that
though  Balak  had  hired  Balaam  to
curse   the   Israelites,   `howbeit   our
God  turned  the  curse  into  a  bles-
sihg'. There simply was no curse but
only a blessing, one of such magnifi-
cence, too, as is rarely encountered
in   the   annals  of  mankind.   Micah
(6:5)  very  pointedly  urges  the  peo-
plc  of Israel  to  remember it.

However,  Balaam  is prepared to
enquire  of  the  Lord  again  and  he
receives  the  same  injunction  as  be-
fore - except that he is to go  `if the
men come to call him', which is not
really   a   relevant   condition,   since
the men were there waiting for him
anyway.  Strangely  enough  though,
God  who  had  made  himself  quite
clear in permitting the mission, now
is  angry  `because  Balaam  went'.   I
have  seen   no  convincing  explana-
tion   for   this   apparent   change   of
mind  except  -  my  interpretation  -
that God seems to have had no real
confidence   in   Balaam's   perform-
ance.  This  assumption  is  supported
by   the   subsequent   appearance   of
the  angel  in  the  path  of  Balaam's
ass.  But  if  there  was  such  a  suspi-
cion,    it    proved    entirely    unwar-
ranted.

There   now   follows   the   famous
story  of the  ass  who  sees  the  angel
of   the   Lord   before   Balaam   did.
But, as soon as Balaam realises that
he   should   not   have   smitten   the
animal,   he   confesses:   `1   have   sin-
ned,   for   I    knew   not   that   thou
stoodest   in   the   way   against   me.
Now therefore, if it displeases thee,
I  will  get  me  back'   (Num.   22:34).
But   the   Lord's   message   is   reaf-
firmed:  `Go  with  the  men  but  only
the  word   that   I   shall   speak   unto
thee, that thou shalt speak'  (22:35).
Accordingly,  the first thing Balaam

continued on next page
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says   to   Balak   is:   `The   word   that
God putteth in my mouth, that shall
I speak'  (22:38),  and he  does:  `The
spirit    of   God    came    upon    him'
(24:2).  Nothing can  deter him from
obeying  the  Lord's  command.  We
know  the  words  he  spoke,  notably
those  that  echo  God's  message  to
Abram:  `Blessed are they who bless
you,  accursed  they  who  curse  you'
(24:9),    and    of    course    the    best
known    of   all,    Mczfr    Tovw..    `How

goodly   are   your   tents,   0   Jacob,
your dwelling places,  0  Israel',  are
heard at the opening of every Heb-
rew service  to  this  day.

Thus   far   the   story   of  Balaam.
Now let us see what the commenta-
tors  make  of it.  Hertz,  in  his  com-
mentary,  gives  a  balanced  account.
`In   post-Biblical   times';   he   writes
`most  Jewish  authorities  represent

Balaam   in   an   unfavourable   and,
often,  in  a  detestable  light'.   Since
his  intention  is  said  to  be  `to  curse
and not to bless', they speak of him
as    `Balaam    the    Wicked'    (P!.rkc
Avof,    5:22),    whose    disciples    are
characterised   by   `an   evil   eye,    a
haughty mind and a proud spirit'. In
his  At;o/  commentary,  Hertz  says:
`By    the    time    this    Mz.sfe#czfe    was

composed, the figure of Balaam has
come to typify low heathen vicious-
ness of thought and action' . Though
Hertz    considers     the    judgement
`harsh',  he  himself presents  him  as
`the  perverter  who  suggested  a  pe-

culiarly  abhorrent  means  of  bring-
ing   about   the   ruin   of  Israel'.   In-
deed, if anything, he is worse: `With
Amalek and Haman, he is a perma-
nent   type   of   the   emnity   of   the
impious  against  Israel'.   One  mod-
ern rabbi  lets his distorted imagina-
tion  run  regular  riot:   `Balaam,  he
writes,  `vivdly  remembered that,  as
adviser to Pharoah (!), his efforts to
diminish  the  Jewish  influence  had
been   unsuccessful.    Here   was   his
chance:  he  would  make  the  world
J#dc#rc!.#  and  get  paid  for  it,  too.
He  accepted the job  with  alacrity'.

On  the  other hand,  some Jewish
opinion is said to be  `decidedly and
emphatically   favourable'.   Accord-
ing to them, presumably because of
his  conversation  with  God,  he  is  `a
prophet   on   a   level   with   Moses'.
There  was  even  a  suggestion  that
his utterances should find a place in
the Shema.

Beset   by   contradictory   voices,
Hertz  once  describes  Balaam  as  `a
prophet of the true God, in familiar
intercourse    with    Him'.    But    this
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positive   judgement   is   soon   over-
taken  by  inconsistent  deprecation.
Because   Balaam   tells   the   second
embassy  that  he  will  again  consult
God, Hertz ask why should he since
God   had   already   told   him?   Any
extenuating   circ'.imstance   such   as
the  possibility  of a  gesture  of cour-
tesy   is   not   even   considered   and
promptly  the  prophet  is  demoted.
On  the  authority  of  Ibm  Ezra  it  is
said   to   be   `evident   that   he   har-
boured   evil   thought   in   his   heart'
and  Rashi  is  cited  as  making  `the
prophet    of   the    true    God'    say:`Perhaps  I  may  persuade  Him  and

He  will  agree  that  I  should  curse'.
No   proof   is   given   for   any   such
assumption  though  it  may  be  won-
dered     why     God     should     have
approached  so  unworthy  a  charac-
ter in  the first place.

The denigration goes so far as to
turn  ludicrous  in  the  comment  on
Balaam's   `saddling   his   ass'.   Here
Rabbi  Dr.  S.  Fisch  in  the  Soncino
Cfewmasfe    quotes    Rashi's   opinion
that  since  Balaam   himself  did  the
saddling,   he   showed   that   `hatred
overrides     a     man's     self-respect'.
Even    if    the    `hatred'    could    be
proved,  it would be irrelevant,  as is
the   opposite   emotion   of   love   in
Rashi's    comment    on    Abraham's
saddling  his  ass  for  the  sacrifice  of
Isaac    (Gen.    22:3):    `Such    menial
work was below his dignity, because
love disregards normal rules of con-
duct'.  It  may  reasonably  be  argued
that menial,  like any  other kind  of,
work  does  not  hurt  a  man's  `self-
respect'     or     `dignity',     especially
when  it  is  undertaken  in  a  sacred
mission.  On  the  contrary,  like  any
other   detail    appertaining   to    the
purpose,   it  may  then  well   appear
invested     with     dedicated     signifi-
cance.

Rabbi  Dr.  Fisch  chooses  another
point     on      which      to      denigrate
Balaam.  The  words  spoken  to  the
delegation,   `If  Balak  were  to  give
me his house full of silver and gold,
I cannot go beyond the word of the
Lord  my  God'  -  words  specifically
and  emphatically   repeated   (Num.
22:18 and 24:13) -are said to show,
on   the   authority   of   Rashi,    that
Balaam `was avaricious and coveted
gold    and    silver'.    The    comment
would  seem  to  be  badly  lacking  in
any experience of human  psycholo-
gy,  quite  apart  from  the  uncharit-
able,  if not  defamatory  thought.  In
some such terms,  we  all,  it  must be
hoped would reject a suggestion felt

to  be  improper.
The  `hankering after the  reward'

is in fact a welcome stick with which
to  beat  Balaam.  Hertz uses  it,  with
the help of a gentile scholar, Joseph
Butler and, in so doing, neglects the
contradiction   between   this   charge
and his own presentation of Balaam
as   `a   renowned   heathen   prophet
giving   solemn   testimony   to   (the)
sublime  destiny'  of Israel,  `a  stran-
ger  speaking  against   his   intention
and  interest,  under  the  compulsion
of a  Higher  Power',  and  `like  Mel-
chizedek,  Job  and  Jethor',  one  of
`the  scattered  worshipppers  of  the

true  God'.
Even  if the charge of greed were

true, even if this man was so human
as to  allow  himself to  be  moved  by
the prospect of material gain, which
is  possible  though  unproven,  who
will   be   so   self-righteous   on   that
score  as  to  condemn  him?   In   the
course  of his  comment  on  Balaam,
Hertz writes about `the fearful com-
plexity of the mind and soul of man .
It  is  only  in  the  realm  of the  Fable
that  men  and  women  display,  as  it
were  in  a single  flash  of light,  some
o#c  aspect  of  human  nature.   It  is
otherwise   in   real   life'.   Quite   so.
And surely Balaam is entitled to the
benefit of this understanding.  As  `a
prophet of the true God', he is not a
saint.    In    him    contend    both    the
powers of good  and  of evil,  as they
do,  we  like  to  believe  in  every  one
of us.

As a prophet, Balaam also suffer-
ed  the  fate  that  Hebrew  prophets
suffered.   When,   in   obedience   to
divine    command,    he    disappoints
Balak   by   blessing   the   children   of
Israel,   he   is   told   `Therefore   now
flee   thee   to   thy   place'.   Similarly,
Amos,  having  told  the  authorities
what  they  did  not  want  to  hear,  is
ordered    by    Amaziah    the    high
priest,  to  `flee  thee  away  into  the
land  of  Judah  and  prophesy  there
but  not  again  any  more  at  Beth-el'
(7:12).

So, basically, Balaam may in fair-
ness be regarded as a positive char-
acter  and  yet,  says  Hertz,  his  `per-
sonality is an  old enigma which  has
baffled  the  skill  of  commentators'.
For     after     his     great,     inspiring
prophecy   which   holds   an   exalted
place  in  our  tradition,  we  are  told
that Balaam  advised the Midianites
on  how  to  bring  about  the  destruc-
tion of Israel - by spreading immor-
ality and idolatry among the people

continued on  page  31
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continued from page 28
who   would   be   caused   to   `begin
harlotry    with    the    daughters    of
Moab'  (Num.  25:1).  Moses  himself
is   reported   to   have   blamed   `the
counsel    of    Balaam'    and    Rashi
quotes     from     the    Talmud     that`Balaam  suggested  the  plan  to  cor-

rupt Israel through the lure of these
women'.  If so, it would be the most
odd thing to do for a `prophet of the
true   God'   and,   if   Moses'   casual
aside is not an interpolation, it may
in   fairness   be   assumed   to   be   an
error -after all,  he was not  infalli-
ble.  He  once  was  judged  to  have
done  wrong  and  he  now  may  have
been   misinformed,   echoing   whis-
pers  of  misguided  `public  opinion'.
His  remark  is  certainly  at  variance
with  Balaam's known  record.

However,  Hertz  is  not  at  a  loss
for   an   explanation.   According   to
him, `there is nothing improbable in
this heathen  prophet,  when  his  en-
thusiasm  for  Israel   and  righteous-
ness  had  died  away,  sinking  back
into the old sorcerer and telling the
Moabites     and     Midianites     that,
though    he    could    not    curse    the
Israelites,  he  knew  a  way  whereby
they would curse themselves'. Some
may feel there is a great deal that is
improbable   in   this   supposed   be-
haviour of a man who had gone far
out of his way to bless the people of
Israel.   it  would   seem   more   likely
that he has been used as a scapegoat
-  in  the  same  way  as  the   `mixed
multitude'  was  at  the  time  of  the
Golden    Calf.    On    that   occasion,
Moses saw clearly through the wiles
that  were  being  practised   and  he
told   the   people   in   no   uncertain
terms: `yc had sinned, yc had made
you  a  molten  calf'.

As for the `foreign women's' mis-
behaviour,  are  we  to  believe  that
the    presumably    naivie    Israelites,
hardy  desert  warriors,  were  always
patiently waiting to be solicited and/
or  seduced?  Conceivably,  the  lure
of   the   calculating   females   might
have  been   resisted,   but  such  was
what Hertz calls the `moral disinteg-
ration' that it was not. There was in
fact, Hertz says `a cynical disregard
for law,  order and  common  decen-
ey', and consequently  `the  anger of
the    Lord    was     kindled     against
Israel'-

By   contrast,   the   anger   of   the
commentators is kindled against the
foreign  women.   All   the  blame  is
heaped on them -and on Balaam.
It is not a very likely story, especial-
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ly   as   those   held   responsible   were
punished,   for  the   Lord   said   unto
Moses:   `Take  all  the  chiefs  of  the
people  and  hang  them  up  unto  the
Lord  in  face  of  the  sun,   that  the
fierce  anger  of  the  Lord  may  turn
away from  lsrael'.

But   Rashi,   in   his   fierce   anger
against   Balaam,   is   not   impressed.
He blames him not only for the `evil
counsel'  but  also  for  the  plague  -
`sent by God',  according to Hertz -

that  killed  24,000  of  Israel   (Num.
31:8).    He   goes   further:    because
Balaam   was   killed   in   Midian,   he
asserts  that  Balaam  went  there  to
claim  a  reward  for  his  professional
services.  No  evidence  is  offered  to
sustain  the  gratuitous  allegation.

It   seems  a  great  pity  that  such
serious charges are brought without
the  witness  of the  most painstaking
proof.  Balaam  is  by  no  means  per-
fect,   any   more   than   any   of   his
critics,    and    some    commentators
have perhaps been over-generous in
their   assessment   of  his   character.
Kalisch   for   example,    quoted   by
Hertz,  thought  that  `free  from  all
human  passion,  he  is  like  a  myste-
rious spirit from a higher and nobler
world'.  It  would  be  enough  to  say
that,  on  balance,  he  is,  at  the  very
least,   a   man   not   undeserving   of
respect.    Certainly    the    unworthy
aspersions  cast  upon  him  must  re-
bound on those who invented them.
They  have  committed  against  him
much of the offence which has been
inflicted on the Jews throughout the
centuries  of  their  dispersion.  They
have violated  one of the Ten  Com-
mandments:   `Thou  shalt   not   bear
false witness against thy neighbour'.

`Balak  son  of  Zippor,  who  was

king   of  Moab   at   that   time,   sent
messengers  to  Balaam  son  of Beor
in   Pethor,   which   is   by   the   Eup-
hrates, in the land of his kinsfolk, to
invite    him,    saying,    ``There    is    a
people  that  came  out  of  Egypt;  it
hides the  earth  from  view,  and  it is
settled next to me.  Come then, put
a  curse  upon  this  people  for  me,
since they are too numerous for me;
perhaps I can thus defeat them and
drive  them  out  of  the  land.  For  I
know   that   he   whom   you   bless  is
blessed  indeed,  and  he  whom  you
curse is cursed" '1

Caesalr Arons[eld is a writer on contemporary
Jewish affairs, aLithor of The Ghosts Of 1492..
Jewish  Aspects  Of  The  Struggle  For  Reli-
gious  Freedom  in  Spain,1848-1976 ¢#d The
Text  of  the  Holocaust:  Nazi  Extermination
Propaganda  1919-]945.

ON THE TIGHTROPE
Sir,

T
HE EDITORIAL IN MAIVIVA
22 is sensitive and well-balanced
but there is one important area

which  is  unfairly  dealt  with.  This  is
the  issue  of  the  wedding  day  itself.
Although it is legitimate to argue that
rabbis  cannot  `bless'  a  couple,  it  is
equally   legitimate   to   argue   that   a
rabbi  is  not  essential  at  a  marriage
between  two professing Jews.rITie  messader  kiddushin  does  not

have to  be  a  rabbi.  The  reason  that
rabbis   `officiate'   at   marriages   be-
tween  Jews  is  because  they  approve
of  such  marriages.  The  reason  that
rabbis  usually  play  no  role  in  mixed
marriages    is    because    they    cZz.sap-

provc.  To  fail  to  state  that  point  is
dishonest.

If, therefore,  we now suggest that
we  want  to  reach  out  to  those  who
are   entering  mixed   marriages,   the
tightrope  becomes  even  tauter.  We
want  the  couples  to  come  into  the
synagogue  but  we  are  not  prepared
to mark their wedding in any way.  Is
this not faulty thinking?

We   cannot   marry   them   -   the
nature of Jewish  and  Christian  mar-
riage  makes   that   impossible,   quite
apart  from  our  disapproval.  But  we
could  go  to  the  reception  and  make
kj.czdusfe, or call up the Jewish partner
on  the  preceding  Sfeczbbcz£,  or  make
some   gesture   that   says   `we're   not
pushing  you  away'.  Rabbis  need  to
think  again  about  this.  The  present
position is inconsistent.
Rabbi Julia Neuberger
South London  Liberal Synagogue

WOMEN RABBIS
Sir

I WAS      GRATEFUL     FOR
Rabbi   Wolff's   remarks   about
the   College   and   its   need   for  .

endowments  (M¢##cz 22).
Since    the    College    featured    in

another article by Wendy Lobatto on
`Women in  our Synagogues',  a small

clarification   may   be   helpful.    The
College  has  an  equal  opportunities
policy  for  men  and  women  and  the
booklet   sent   to   congregations   re-
questing   the   services   of  a   student

continued on next page
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rilbbi  (Student  Work  in  Congrega-
fi.o#s.. A Har#dbook) carries the state-
meht  `6.  E.  The  College  trains  men
and  women  for  the  Rabbinate  with
equal     opportunities     for     student
assignments'.

This  is  an  agreed  document  be-
tween  the  College  and  the  Sponsor-
ing Movements,  so we  all  share  the
same  commitment.   On   the  whole,
and as the article pointed out, things
have changed over the years so  that
congregations that would never have
considered  taking  on  a  woman  stu-
dent  or  rabbi  in  the  past  have  now
done  so.   If  American  patterns  are
anything to go by, the student popu-
lation  of  the  College  is  likely  to  be
50°/o  women.  We  are  clearly  at  the
beginning  of  a  worldwide  change  in
our  perception  of  the  identity  and
role of rabbis, though I suspect it will
be a long time before our conscious-
ness   of   this   catches   up   with   the
reality.
Rabbi Dr. Jonathan Magonet
Principal,  Leo  Baeck College,
London

ASSETsY
OUR    EDITORIAL    ON
`how  to  reconcile  heart  and

head'  was  of  personal  inter
est  to  me.  May  I,  prompted  by  my
own   childhood   experiences,   draw
attention    to   the    realities   usually
overlooked   by   two   people   who,
ruled by the emotions of `love',  are
ready  to  fly  in  the  face  of  oppos-
ition,   certain   that   love   can   over-
come  all  the  obstacles  of  a  mixed
faith/culture  marriage.  They  forget
the  conflict  of  loyalties  which   the
children   are   subjected   to   as   they
find themselves in  the centre of the
wider  family.

Now  a woman  in  her  mid-sixties,
I   remember   how,   at   the   age   of
about  13,  I  had  to  resolve  such  a
personal     dilemma     by     declaring
firmly that `1 am a person in my own
right'  and  could  not  give  my  alleg-
iance  to  either side  and,  while  put-
ting   myself   into   `no-man's   land',
had  to  make  the  maxim  `to  thine
own  self be  true'  my  motto,  learn-
ing to evaluate beliefs and concepts
for myself. I also learned to develop
a   sense   of   amused   tolerance   for
some of the irreconcilable views bwf
without   losing   respect   for   either,
continuing  to  analyse  and  evaluate
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them.
I am proud of my Jewish heritage

and  my  long-standing  study  of  di-
vinity  has  deepened  that  sense  of
pride    and    I    never    forget    that,
although   my   religious   upbringing
was    in    the    Christian    tradition,
Christ himself was a Jew and never
anything else or anything less.  I  am
as happy and  `at home'  at  a service
in the Reform synagogue as I am in
my  own  Christian  tradition,  always
fully  aware  of  the  indebtedness  to
our common Jewish  roots.

May I say to those embarking on
a   mixed   marriage:   `Look   beyond
your own interests and consider the
serious   conflict   a   dualistic   back-
ground   may   cause   your   children.
Can you help them to cope with it?'
To  those  having  to  come  to  terms
with this problem may I say:  `Learn
first  and  foremost  to  be  yourself.
Regard   your   dual   heritage   as   an
asset, respect and be proud of it and
the wider vision  it can give  you and
use  this  asset  to  make  the  highest
ideals  of  both   cultures/faiths  your
own.  Only  when  you can  be  proud
of  boffe  sides  of  your  heritage  can
you embrace  one  fully  without  reg-
ret  or loss  of "belonging" '.
A~ Le[ncaster,  Falkirk,  Scotland

SEXLESS PRESIDENT

sA;r::;ep:R:f:Epo:r:o:yf|:i:T:!!n:

Australian   answer  to  the  problem
of nomenclature of the leader of the
group?   Here   I  find  everyone  is  a
president -not chairman,  chairper-
son,   chairwoman   or   chairlady.   It
does   remind   one   of   Weizmann's
supposed  retort on  becoming Presi-
dent  of  Israel  -  `1  am  president  of
two million presidents' -but it does
not provide  a totally sexless answer
to  the  excesses  of  the  feminist  de-
bate.
Rabbi Charles D.  Wallach
Temple  David,  Perch,
Western Australia

OFFENDED
sft:e,eR:E:;tsr,?::S::::;a?ig.:B:i

(Mcz##¢  22)  were  very  interesting
and honest.

As  a  member  of  Finchley  Pro-
gressive   Synagogue,   my   attention
was particularly drawn to the article
by Mr.  David Benedictus, writer, in
which   he   candidly   examines   the
reasons why he and his wife,  being
of different religions,  have  decided
to give a modicum of understanding
of Judaism  and  Christianity to their
children,   `sporadically'   celebrating
Friday   evenings   and    festivals   of
both  religions.

Mr.    Benedictus    has    obviously
been  searching  for  a  suitable  reli-
gion  for himself and  his family  and
has  `toyed  with  alternatives,  athe-
ism,   Buddhism,   the   paranormal,
Freudian   and   Jungian   secularism
and  from  each  he  has  taken  some-
thing which  is useful'.

But    I    am    perplexed    that    he
`served on the prayerbook commit-

tee for the ULPS' , as it seems to me
that  his  only  qualification  was  that
he is a writer. I consider this to be a
great lack of judgement on the part
of  the  persons  who  recommended
and  accepted  him.

As    a    Progressive    Jew    I    feel
offended that a person with so little
commitment   to   Progressive   Juda-
ism  should  have  been  consulted  at
all.

I   trust   that   in   future   a   known
dedication   to  Progressive  Judaism
would be the /L£#cza77}c#f¢/ qualifica-
tion for participating in  this kind of
sensitive  work.
Renzo R.  Fantoni,  Lo#do#  IV2

PERSONALITY
Sir'

IWRITE   IN   RESPONSE   TO
Rabbi  William  Wolff's  plea  for
the election  of a Jewish person-

ality of the  year.
Let  him  be  advised  that  even  as

he   penned   his   idea,    the   Jcwz.sfe
Gczzcf/c   in   Leeds   with   the   Leeds
Jewish Committee of the Yorkshire
Cancer    Research    Campaign    had
launched  a  search  for  a  northern
Jewish  Woman  of the Year.

Lady   Jakobovits   has   agreed   to
attend  the  lunch  at  which  the  win-
ning nominee will receive her award
-a  holiday  in  Israel.

A  case,  perhaps,  of  what  Novo-
castrians   plan   today,   Leodensians
completed  six  months before!
Natalie  Wood,  .4/.czx  Drz.vc,  BJtry
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THE MOST INTRIGUING
event  due  to  take  place  in
Anglo-Jewry   this   spring   is

the   conference   for   the   revival   of
modern orthodoxy which Rabbi Dr.
Jonathan   Sacks   is  staging  at  Jews
College  late  in  May.

He  is  flying  in  the  biggest  names
in  that  field  from  Israel  and  Amer-
ica   -    the    religious    soul    of   this
country  does   not   at   present  grow
champions  of that  ilk.

It   is  a   brave   attempt   by  Rabbi
Sacks  to  recapture  ground  surren-
dered  by  Chief Rabbi  Brodie  some
three  decades  ago.  If only  he  could
succeed,  he  would  at  least  have  a
chance of giving back to the bulk of
Anglo-Jewry  a  spiritual  identity.

So  whflt  chance  has  he  got?  Just
look   at   the   forces   ranged   against
him.   Chief  among  them   is   Dayan
Chanoch   Ehrentreu,   the   head   of
the London Beth  Din.  who set up a
`7fr/f.cb/ in  his own  home because the
United  Synagogues  within  walking
distanc`e   are   not  /;'z/;77   enough   for
him.

Against  him  are  all  those   yc`Tfef.-
i;#/z  trained  United  Synagogue  rab-
bis  who  believe  the  world  was  cre-
ated 5749 years ago tlnd who refuse
to  shake   hands  with   their  women
congregants.

And  the  Lord  Chief  Rabbi  him-
self   firmly    believes    that    Jewry's
future  lies  with  ultra-orthodoxy.

Stimulating  though  Rabbi  Sacks'
conference  may  be  he  has,  alas,  no
hope  of relighting  a  fire  which  was
mercilessly  doused  in  the  195()'s.

In  Britziin  the future of a Judaism
that   blends   model.n   thought   with
zincient  tradition  lies  only  with  us.

And   the   more   rabbis  we   train,
and     synagogues     we     open,     the
brighter  will   be   the   new   dawn   in
Anglo-Jewry.

``,A.

THE HOUNDING OF SAL-
man    Rushdie    faces    Jews
with  a  special  challenge.

For if we  are  defending  freedom
of    speech     against     the     Muslim

onslaught,  then  we  are  not  fighting
for  a  Jewish  religious  value.

•Thou  shalt   not  suppress'  is  no-

where    to    be    found    among    the
Torah's   613   commandments.   Nor
have  the  rabbis  made  it  the  614th.

Yet  at  meetings of my local  inter-
faith  panel  zind  in  everything I  have
said  or  written  since  the  Ayatollah
Khomeini  booted the  book  into the
best seller list. I have fought implac-
ably   against   demands   to   have   it
banned  from  the  libraries.

In  so  doing  I  have  stood  up  for
values    which    LSE    and    Hendon
County etched as deeply on my soul
as I hope are the values of Judaism.

For    it     is    as    possible     to    be
nourished   by  two  cultures  as  it   is
practicable  for  a  rabbi  or  a  mullah
to  switch  on  a  video.

The   time   has   come   to   trumpet
this  truth  with  total  pride.

*

IN Hls BnTER SWEET wAy,
Harold Macmillan used to muse
that          all          his          life          he

pursued  power.  But  even  when  he
got  to  1()  Downing  Street.  he  could
not  find  it  there.

He  should  have  joined  the  Lon-
don   Beth   Din.   There   Dayan   I.D.
Berger  blithely   decides   that   three
children   whose   Israeli   Certificates
state:    Nationality    -    ye/?!/cJ/.    and
H¢cJczf (Religion)  yc/z!/c//..  neverthe-
less  are  not  Jews.

It   is   Dayan   Berger   versus   the
Israeli  civil  and  religious  establish-
ment.   And   single   handed,   Dayan
Berger triumphs.

The  case  of Koby,  Jonathan  and
Liam  Cohen  will  not  go  away  be-
cause    it    has    stirred    the    deepest
disquiet   about   the  working  of  the
London  Beth  Din.

It   is  called   `Court   of  the   Chief
Rabbi..  The  Jewish  year  Book  sta-
tes  that  Lord  Jakobovits  is  `Chair-
man  of the  Beth  Din..

But does he ever preside over any
of  its  sessions?  And  ought  not  the
chairman  to  answer  for its  controv-
ersial  decisions  instead  of a  spokes-
man   who   is   not   even   one   of  the
judges?

The   doubts   will   not   be   stilled
because its power is absolute. There
is no  appeal  to  any other authority.

It is a shock to find chaos reigning
supreme  in  the  world  of  orthodox
Bczfey  D!.#,  with  the  rulings  of  the
London Beth Din in total contradic-

tion   to   those   of   other   orthodox
Bcz/ey   D!.#   in   Israel,   Europe   and
America.

That  may  make  them  feel  holier
in  London  than  elsewhere.  It  may
also  make  them  a  lot  less  right  and
righteous  than  all  the  others.

The   confidence  which   the   Lon-
don   Beth   Din   has   now   so   sadly
forfeited can only be restored by an
enquiry  conducted  by  an  indepen-
dent commission  of top secular and
ha[achic  .Judges.

*

RIFLING THROUGH THE
mass  of  paper  that  speeds
across     my     desk     I     was

suddenly  woken  by  a  snatch  of the
old  song.   It  goes  like   this:   `Don't

give  less  to  the JIA.  But give  more
to   the   progressive   movement   in
lsrael'.

For  two  reasons  I  find  the  tune
discordant.

Yes. we get back some of our JIA
money in support for reform institu-
tions  in  this  country.  But  far larger
amounts  are gulped  up by the Jew-
ish  Agency  bureaucracy,  and  size-
able  chunks  are  fed  to  those  ultra-
orthodox  bodies  which   are  vowed
to  the  destruction  of  our  Judaism
and  the  denial  of our Jewish  identi-
ty.

We  continue   to  feed   the  hands
that smite us.  And I know not why.

The total of cheques from reform
members  is  too  small  a  proportion
of the  whole JIA  income  to give  us
any  clout.  If  only  we  gave  it  all  to
the    struggling   progressive    move-
ment in Israel, its strength would be
boosted  beyond  recognition.

'#.

CONGRATULATIONS  TO
Rabbi  Micha  Koenig on  be-
coming   the   founder   rabbi

of  a  new  progressive  congregation
in  Paris.

The  good  news  is  that  there  are
now three  progressive  communities
in  Paris.

The  sad  news  is  that  not  one  of
their rabbis  will  speak  to  anotherl

Rabbi William Wolff I.s in;.in.s/c'r a/ ffec  IVcw-
castle  Reform  Synagogue.  He was  previously
one  of  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn's  assistants  at  the
West   London   Synagogiie,   and  was  a   Fleet
Street  journalist  before  training  for  the  rab-
binate  at  Leo  Baeck  College.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide
range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of a
large  audience.  Regular  activities  include  concerts,  debates,  exhibitions,  drama,
seminars and lectures.
Membership  of the  Society  gives  easy  access  to  the  many  amenities  of  the  Sternberg
Centre  for  Judaism,   the   largest   Jewish   centre   in   Europe.   These  facilities   include   a
bookshop, library, cafeteria, extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings
advance  information  about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic
subscription to Manna,  Membership can  be on  either an  individual  or family  basis.
Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership                        fl4.00 per annum
Family Membership                        £22.50 per annum
Seniorcitizen/studentsingle       fll.00 perannum
Senior citizen -family                     £15.00 per annum

Existing subscribers to Mama may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from
the Manor House Society subscription.

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

2nd May 1989 -8.00pm
A DANCE  FOFi ANNE  FF3ANK with Avis von  Herder

Introduced and prefaced  by F]abbi  Hugo Gryn
(at University College School Theatre,  Frognal)

5th May -31st May 1989
MASTEFIWOF3KS  IN  GIASS AND TEXTILES
Sundays:  11.00am -1.00pm,  3.00 -5.00pm
Mondays - Thursdays..  11 .00am - 4.00pm

The Centre will  be closed on 28th  and 29th  May

Sunday 7th May 1989 -8.00pm
A  DF+AMA  MASTEF]CLASS  with  JONATHAN  MILLEF3

The artistic director of The Old Vic will  rehearse a scene from Chekhov's Three Sisters

18th May 1989 -8.00pm
Lecture by  Peter Dreiser -THE AF]T OF GRASS THF]OUGH THE AGES,

with special  reference to glass engraving

25th May 1989 -8.00pm
Susie Freeman will discuss her unique approach to

MACHINE  KNITTING

Sunday 4th June 1989 -8.00pm
JAZZ AND  BAGELS AT THE  MANOR  HOUSE with

THE  BENNY GF?EEN  QUARTET

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Summer Series: Tuesdays at  1.15 -2.00pm

May 2                        May  16
May 30                     June  13
June 27                     July  11

Printed  by  FREEDMAN  BROS.  (PRINTERS)  LTD.`  St.  Albans  Lane.  London  Nwl 17QB     01-458  322()
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